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STRONG CORE
FAST RECOVERY

PEAK PERFORMANCE

Vegan · Non-GMO · Gluten/Dairy/Soy-free

Peak performance begins on the inside with a strong inner core. Active lifestyles deplete the body’s
microflora, a critical component for optimal gut health and immune support. The result? Digestive upset
including nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea PLUS a stressed immune system slows recovery. Probiotics help
to naturally restore microflora and maintain your core. Innovite Health DDS-1® Superstrain is the only
probiotic clinically proven to inhibit pathogens. Get the ultimate in gut health and boost immune support.
Push harder. Recover faster. Attain peak performance.
Available at your local health food store.
Or order online at

www.innovitehealth.com

Choosing the most effective probiotic
Not all probiotics are created equal

The trend on probiotics continues to grow. Availability has extended from
supplements into food and beverage — creating more confusion than ever before
on which probiotics are best for you.
Here are some important considerations when choosing a probiotic.
Bigger isn’t Always Better

Number of Strains vs. the Right Strain

The CFU count (eg. 5 Billion) is important…but
having more is not necessarily better. Age, health
conditions and the types of strains used, all factor
into how much CFU you really need.

The right strain is more important than the
number of strains. A probiotic strain that is
clinically proven to aid in a number of health
conditions may be all that is needed. Often multistrains are not tested in combination and one
strain may inhibit another, thereby reducing the
overall functionality of the probiotic. The most
important factor is how the strains are clinically
proven to be effective: at what threshold do they
exert a benefit on the host; and do the strains
work synergistically together.

Human Trials
Using probiotics with strains that are clinically
researched and proven in human clinical trials is
key. Any strain can be patented – but not all are
proven winners. For probiotics to be effective
they must provide the appropriate health benefits.
Some probiotic strains, like Innovite Health DDS1® Superstrain, inhibits pathogen activity because
it produces a natural antibacterial compound
called acidophilin.

Strain Sources & Diversity
Humans are born essentially sterile (meaning free
of bacteria). Bacteria then naturally colonizes
the intestinal tract through a variety of sources:
mother, environment, foods, etc. Hence when
supplementing with probiotics, human sourced
strains can be a strong foundation to build from.
These strains are most compatible and can
survive the stomach acid and bile salts. A
diversity of additional source strains (animal, soil,
plant, etc.) helps ensure full spectrum
GI support.

Allergen Risks
Dietary preferences such as dairy-free, glutenfree, soy-free, sugarfree, non- GMO and veggie
capsules are qualities important to today’s
consumer. Be sure to read labels carefully.
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Yes, you can have it all. Satisfying cheat-like treats with a deliciously whipped center that deliver 20 grams of highquality protein with less than 5 grams of sugar. That’s what each 3-cake serving of ON’s new Cake Bites has to offer.
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editor’s letter

FIGHT LIKE
A GIRL!

2018 VOL.11 NO.2
OptiMYz is a bi-monthly magazine for
women who care about improving
their health, fitness and lifestyle.

BY DAVID HOLT

The idea of fighting like a girl has
changed, thanks to women like Trish
Stratus. Her resume is unlikely: WWE
wrestling star, actress, jock, yoga practitioner, business owner, partner and
mother of two.

This exemplifies the essence of
OptiMYz. We bring you inspiring
stories of women who want it all and
who do what it takes to get it. That
includes finding balance in life and a
healthy dose of humility. Life is also
about stages. What works at one
stage won’t necessarily jive at another.
Certainly, motherhood is the ultimate
game changer.
6 OPTIMYZ.COM
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Stratus is a fitting emblem of the theme
of this issue: women power. Like all
talented people, she is full of paradoxes. She is obsessed with detail, while
never losing sight of the big picture.
Thoughtful and introspective, she also
loves a good fight, which she balances
by practicing yoga. Early in her wrestling career, she set herself apart by
training with the men, learning their
moves and practicing taking a punch.
She also figured out how to deliver
one.
The biggest change came when her
two children entered her life. Faced
with fertility problems, she was thrilled
by motherhood. That is the biggest joy
and the biggest challenge. She isn’t
leaving it to anyone else, with the exception of her partner and other close
family members. She is the definition of
woman power.

Publisher
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STRATUS TAKES DOWN NATALYA NEIDHART
AT THE WWE WOMEN'S ROYAL RUMBLE
MATCH, JANUARY 2018.

It’s also a metaphor for the process of
creation. When we set out on a new
path, we are never sure of the outcome. Life is about the journey—not
the destination. Even the smartest
people, like Trish, are never quite sure
where they are headed. That’s the
spice of life.

David Holt, Editor-in-Chief
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Embrace natural.
Join the 79 per cent of Canadians
that use Natural Health Products (NHPs), such as vitamins and supplements,
as part of their healthy and active lifestyle. Visit your local CHFA Member
health food store or chfa.ca to learn more.

Voice of the Natural Health Industry
La voix de l’industrie de la santé naturelle

chfa.ca

Safe & effective NHPs
– look for the NPN.

behind the scenes

OUR EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
OptiMYz appreciates the guidance provided by our industry experts.
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the myths related to beauty and fitness
and empower people of all ages to appreciate who they are.
www.fitvsfiction.com

Dr. Jessica O’Reilly is a teacher, author and sex educator. Her practical
relationship advice reaches millions
of people as she travels extensively
across the globe to work with couples
to transform their relationships. Her
passion is inclusive classroom-based
sex and relationship education and she
continues to volunteer with teachers,
students and parents to promote programming that empowers youth and
produces positive health outcomes.
www.sexwithdrjess.com

Heather Wilson-Phillips is an on-air
fitness/nutrition expert, fitness personality, transformation/fitness coach,
published fitness writer and trainer for
several fitness magazines. She is the
owner of the Fitness Empire & Fierce n’
Fit workouts and creator of the 30-day
“Fierce n’ 30 Challenge.” She thrives
off being able to help, inspire and motivate her clients and others to change
their mind, body and soul.
www.thefitnessempire.com

Lisa Greenbaum is a YogaFit senior
master trainer, international presenter
and avid writer. She is the director of
YogaFit Canada, the leader in mindbody education and she currently
teaches yoga in Toronto, specializing in
trauma-informed yoga practices.
www.yogafitcanada.com

Andrea Saliba is a certified holistic
nutritionist, health coach and fitness
instructor in Vancouver, BC. She offers
nutrition plans to gain energy, strength,
confidence. Her approach is to inspire
people to make healthier food choices
while educating her clients on the importance of the mind-body connection.
www.andreasaliba.ca

Stacy Chesnutt is an athlete, coach
and race director whose passion is female empowerment through sport. Her
race series Sole Sisters has had over
18,000 participants since 2012 making it the largest women’s only 5K in
Canada. Stacy is also the founder and
head coach of “Girls Gone Gazelle Run
Club” which promotes confidence and
body acceptance while building girls’
knowledge of exercise.
www.solesistersrace.com
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These six experts are providing direction to the magazine’s editorial team to help provide you, the reader, with the best and
most inspiring information on our five brand pillars: health, fitness, nutrition, adventure/life and mental wellbeing.
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FRESH START

PANMURE ISLAND PROVINCIAL PARK, PEI

health nutrition fitness life mind
What is your favourite morning
beverage?
»» Water  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%
»» Coffee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53%
»» Fruit juice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3%
»» Tea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13%
»» Smoothie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5%
»» Protein shake . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4%
»» Energy drink  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2%

Current online poll
What is your favourite
summertime activity?
»» Swimming
»» Hiking
»» Camping
»» Hanging out at the beach
»» Exercising outdoors
»» Fishing
»» Golfing
»» Playing tennis

VOTE NOW AT OPTIMYZ.COM
10 OPTIMYZ.COM

“A lot of people are afraid to say what they want.
That’s why they don’t get what they want.”
					 –Madonna, singer-songwriter

Ouch, my back!
With 1.5 billion people around the globe suffering from
chronic pain, a new demographic survey highlights injuries
related to career and lifestyle changes. A key finding: work
that involves the same body positions and one-sided movements can lead to pain.
“The good news is that by recognizing patterns between
profession and areas of the body most likely affected, individuals in risk groups, such as retail, can take preventative
measures to help them lead a healthy life,” says study director Roland Liebscher-Bracht.
The findings reveal that women experience more pain than
men, with a higher frequency of females reporting pain conditions across all body regions. Retail workers and labourers
suffer more pain than office workers, while lower back pain is
the most common type of pain.
The lower back was the most common source of pain for
both men and women. A higher percentage of women than
men were more likely to feel pain in nearly all body parts.
The study comprises results from a patient survey of 8,000
pain sufferers. The survey was taken in Germany, but holds
for western countries.
SOURCE: LIEBSCHER & BRACHT
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Poll results
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summer

eye safety
BY PAYGE WOODARD

While Canadians slather their skin with
sunscreen, there is another body part
they’re likely forgetting to protect.
Spending a day at the beach without
proper eye protection can cause immediate pain and tearing that can last for
days. Dr. Setareh Ziai, assistant professor of ophthalmology at the University
of Ottawa Eye Institute, says it is like a
sunburn on the ocular surface.
Short-term pain isn’t the only issue, says
Ziai. Exposure to the sun’s rays can also
lead to both cancerous and non-cancerous growths on the eye and can accelerate cataracts. “We are exposed to
UV radiation all year, especially in Canada,” she says. The sun is also damaging to the eyelid as the skin around the
eye is thinner than on other parts of the

body. Despite the risks, Ziai says only
around 30% of people wear their sunglasses. “It’s something we really need
to work on,” she says.
According to Ziai, most of our exposure to UV radiation takes place before
the age of 21—but few children wear
sunglasses. “They spend so much time
outside,” she says. “So I think it’s important for parents not to just look after
their own eyes because they’re aging,
but also to take care of their children’s
eyes.”
It is important for people of all ages
to wear sunglasses year-round. Ziai
recommends pairing sunglasses
with a wide brimmed hat for the best
protection.

What to know before
you buy shades
Follow these tips from The Canadian
Dermatology Association and The
Canadian Ophthalmological Society’s public outreach effort, The Sunglasses Project, to get the most out
of your sunglasses.
1. Bigger is better
The bigger the glasses, the more
skin they protect.
2. Check for protection
Search for sunglasses that block
99–100% of UVA and UVB rays
and also screen 75–90% of visible light.
3. Think green
The colour of your lenses
doesn’t have a big impact on the
protection level, but the American Academy of Ophthalmology recommends green lenses
for optimal contrast and minimal
distortion.
4. Take a look in the mirror
If you can easily see your eyes,
the glasses are likely too light.

© CAN STOCK PHOTO / JIRSAK
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DID YOU KNOW?

HAPPIER CHILDREN BEGIN THEIR DAY WITH PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
A study published by the Journal of
Preventive Medicine looked at how the
Build our Kids Success Program impacts children. Build our Kids Success
is a free before-school program designed to get kids moving. Activities
include running, a “skill of the week,”
such as push-ups and teamwork-based
games. The program is in more than
2,700 schools across four countries.
The study found that children who took
part in the two-day or three-day weekly program had improved social and
emotional wellness. Students who took
part three times a week had improved
EAT PLANTS

BMI and better student engagement
scores.

Sunscreen expires. If your
sunscreen doesn’t have an
expiration date on the bottle,
mark the date of purchase on
the bottle and be sure to throw
it out within three years. Sunscreens are designed to remain
at original strength for up to
three years.

Keeping kids active is an ongoing issue
in Canada. Only 14% of children between the ages of five and 11 get the
recommended 60 minutes of exercise
a day, while only 5% of kids between
the ages of 12 and 17 reach the recommended amount. Higher levels of physical activity can help children later in life
as well. Increased activity at a young
age is associated with lower risks of cardiovascular disease and diabetes and
may improve mental health.
OPTIMYZ.COM 11

fresh start

DIY: Beachy waves
salt spray
The OptiMYz recipe
BY CHARMAINE MILLAIRE

Doing your hair in the summer can be a
drag. It’s hot and humid—and straightening or curling your hair with an iron
combined with the summer’s heat can
dry out your hair and damage it.

Recreating this summer look takes little time, is cost-effective and is packed
with ingredients that protect and nourish the hair.
INGREDIENTS
»» A plastic spray bottle
»» 1 Tbsp of sea salt
»» 1 tsp of Epsom salts (or more for added
texture)
»» 1 Tbsp of coconut oil, melted
»» 1 Tbsp of conditioner (leave-in
conditioner works as well)
»» 1 cup of warm water
»» A few drops of essential oils, like
lavender or citrus for a refreshing scent
(optional)

DIRECTIONS
Pour the warm water, sea salt and Epsom salts into the spray bottle and
shake until the salts dissolve.
Combine the coconut oil
and conditioner in a separate bowl. Mix well and
add the mixture to the
spray bottle.
Add a few drops of an essential oil of your choice
for a fresh scent and shake
until combined.
Spray onto damp hair
and scrunch with a towel to dry for loose beach
waves.
12 OPTIMYZ.COM





Tingle tingle: A glimpse into ASMR
BY PAYGE WOODARD
Whispers and crinkles, hair brushing and tapping. These are a few of an
ASMR viewer’s favourite things.
Type in the four letters on YouTube and you’ll open the door to an online
community. Your feed will be filled with videos of people looking into their
camera doing everything from giving you a pretend eye examination to virtually cutting your hair.
Viewers of these soft-spoken videos experience the sensory phenomenon
known as ASMR—Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response. Visual and audio stimuli, such as typing on a keyboard, found in ASMR videos causes a
tingling sensation in the head, back of the neck and sometimes other areas
of the body as well as positive feelings and relaxation.
There has been limited research into ASMR and there is no data on what
percent of the population experiences it. The first scientific investigation
into the phenomenon was published in 2015: 475 participants took part in
the study, 80% reported ASMR had a positive effect on their mood.
Montreal artist Catherine Savoie first experienced the sensory response
when she was a child. She recalls rewinding the movies Casper and A Little
Princess to re-watch the soft-spoken scenes she found soothing.
“I also liked when the classroom was quiet and all you could hear was paper sounds, people writing and flipping through books and the occasional
whisper,” she says.
When a friend shared a New York Times article on ASMR saying he’d hoped
it would cure his insomnia, it piqued the interest of Savoie who suffers
from insomnia as well. A link in the article lead her to a 20-minute video of
someone silently sorting through photographs. “I couldn't stop watching,
I found it so relaxing,” she says. “It's like turning on a light bulb on something you'd always felt, but never had a word for.”
The videos have helped her sleep despite her anxiety and PTSD. “ASMR
can really help calm me down, by focussing my brain on something
else and by replacing the pulsing adrenaline by a feeling of warmth and
comfort.”

SPRAY BOTTLE: © CAN STOCK PHOTO / STUDIOCASCELLA, BEACH: © CAN STOCK PHOTO / LUNAMARINA, WOMEN: © CAN STOCK PHOTO / BIALASIEWICZ

Giving your hair a break from hot irons
is important. But instead of leaving your
hair to be doomed by the humidity and
frizz gods—try a natural sea salt spray.
Inspired by the way your hair looks after swimming in the ocean or spending
a day at the beach, this spray almost
guarantees those same messy, beachy
waves without the heat.
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fresh start

Five things you
learn when you
start running

Having “suffer time” is normal
Most runners have a period at the start of the run where it
just doesn’t feel good. This period is different from person
to person. When you are a beginner, you may not be able to
run long enough to get past this “suffer time” and wonder
how anyone enjoys running. But, the magic happens when
you can get past it—when you hit your stride and fly down
the sidewalk.

Running is inclusive
Being a runner isn’t about how fast or far you run, only that
you run. When you pass by another runner you’ll usually get
a supportive nod, wave or a thumbs-up. This support can
give you a much-needed boost during tough runs.
Gear and more gear
You may have heard that all you need to run is a pair of
shoes, but there are plenty of other gear options out there.
As long as you are wearing good running shoes, an even
better bra and are dressed for the weather, you don’t need
anything else, but getting new running clothes and accessories can be fun and make your workouts more comfortable
and make you feel more confident. A waist pack to hold your
phone and keys is a good start.

There’s no shame in walking
Taking walk breaks, doing interval runs and walking on challenging hills doesn’t make you any less of a runner. Walking
when you need to can help you work up to tougher runs or
just enjoy your run more. Some lifelong runners walk as a
part of every workout! Doing a combination of walking and
running is a good way to ease into running nonstop.
Most runners get minor aches and pains
It’s normal, especially when you start running, to have some
aches as your body adjusts to this new activity. The key is to
not let small aches turn into major injuries. Err on the side of
caution with some rest, ice and a visit to your doctor or physiotherapist for anything serious. It’s better to take time off to
recover than to push through pain and injure yourself.

ASK A PHARMACIST

Tinea versicolor—what’s that?
Luckily, there are several remedies for this
common fungal infection.
BY HEATHER CROSS
Tinea versicolor is a fungal infection
of the skin that results in patches or
spots of discolouration. This infection
is largely a cosmetic issue, is not contagious and results when a naturally occurring fungus of the skin, malassezia,
overgrows.
Overgrowth is more common in hot
and humid climates and among people suffering from oily and sweaty skin,
weakened immune systems and those
who take steroids or use oral contraceptives. The condition typically presents itself as white or lighter spots, but
may also be pink, red, tan or brown.
The chest, back, neck and arms are the
most common affected areas. Affected
spots or patches will not tan and exposure to the sun may result in these areas
14 OPTIMYZ.COM

becoming more visible.
Diagnosis is often based on appearance alone but can be confirmed
with a skin scraping or Wood’s lamp
(black light) examination. Treatment
depends on the size, location and severity. Most cases can be cured with
over-the-counter (non-prescription)
therapies. Topical anti-fungals with active ingredients such as clotrimazole,
ketoconazole, miconazole and selenium sulfide are available as shampoos,
soaps, creams and lotions. Creams and
lotions should be applied twice daily
to affected and surrounding areas after
the skin has been cleaned and dried.
Shampoos and soaps should be left on
the skin for five to 10 minutes before

rinsing off. Most over-the-counter
agents should be used for two weeks
to eliminate the infection; however, the
discolouration may remain for several
more weeks. If the infection is widespread or does not improve with selfcare, see a healthcare professional.
Reoccurrences happen and those
who’ve had an overgrowth before may
be more susceptible. To prevent future
episodes, avoid skin products that contain oil and wear breathable fabrics.
Those who experience repeat episodes
should discuss using anti-fungals proactively with their healthcare provider.
Heather Cross a certified geriatric pharmacist,
working as a licensed pharmacist since 2009.
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health

Happy gut, happier life
Friendly gut bacteria are miniature superheroes that help keep us healthy from
infancy to old age.
BY SINA WOERTHLE
Breast milk versus infant formula is
one hot topic that may never fizzle
for expecting and new mothers alike.
Despite the World Health Organization’s recommendation to feed children breast milk at least until the age
of six months, with benefits continued
up until two years, there is still controversy about its effect on childhood
development.
The latest wrinkle is the microbiome
in the gut. What are the benefits of
healthy bacteria colonizing the gut?
What is the link between gut bacteria and brain development, starting at
birth and continuing throughout life?
16 OPTIMYZ.COM

A baby’s birth is a miracle for both
mother and child. For the child, one of
the most individualized postpartum experiences is that of the full initiation of
bacterial colonization of the gut. Once
believed to be entirely sterile, a newborn’s gut colonizes rapidly, depending on delivery method, environmental
factors and human contact.
This initial colonization is crucial for the
development of the baby’s immune
system and ability to break down nutrients throughout life. Researchers
have found that certain components of
breast milk help to keep bifidobacteria,
one of the most abundant strains in a
baby’s gut, healthy and thriving.

When this particular strain flourishes,
it creates a more acidic environment
in the baby’s large intestine, making it
harder for “bad bacteria” to sicken the
child. Immunity is increased and the
infant is less prone to early childhood
maladies.
While some of the most important colonization of the gut occurs shortly after
birth, keeping resident bacteria healthy
over the course of life is also critical.
Gut bacteria are now believed to have
strong ties to overall human health,
both mental and physical. The microbiome of an individual is often dubbed
the body’s “second brain”—and for
good reason.

This second brain is formally named
the enteric nervous system. It is layers
of nerve cells lining the gastrointestinal tract from top to bottom. This second brain is connected to the brain
in our head through the vagus nerve,
which essentially acts as the highway
that shoots information from the gut
upwards and in reverse too. That feeling in your stomach that you get when
you’re anxious, excited or feeling butterflies? Thank the vagus nerve. It’s
working with your gut to convey those
emotions, resulting in those physiological symptoms.
Now researchers believe that mood
can be linked to the gut bacteria too,
meaning there is an even deeper brain
connection than previously thought.
Studies have found that more than 80%
of serotonin is produced in the gut, implying that a healthier gut may lead to a
happier, more stable mental state.

Studies have found that
more than 80% of serotonin
is produced in the gut

This relationship is highly
complex and researchers have
only touched on
the relationship
between mood and bacteria in the intestines. Serotonin is only one of the
many neurotransmitters that may be influenced by bacteria that happily live in
our gut and to what extent these cross
into our brain is still being researched.
Further studies are now examining other mood disorders, Alzheimer’s disease and autism—and their link to the
diversity of the gut microbiome. Supplementing with certain probiotic bacteria has shown increased relaxation
behaviour in mice, indicating that brain
chemistry and certain neurotransmitters are indeed influenced by bacteria
in the gut. Although preliminary, these
results suggest more detailed research
to come.

FOLLOW
US

otctoronto.com
BUILD BRIDGES

Evidently, our friendly gut bacteria are
miniature superheroes that are proving
to do much more than what scientists
had ever imagined. New insights in
this fascinating field suggest promising
preventative medicine practices, with a
clear shift in the way we view bacteria
and the incredible role they play in human health from infancy to old age.
Sina Woerthle, MSc., is a freelance nutrition
writer, health blogger and full-time research and
development scientist in the vegan food industry.
She enjoys the great outdoors, hiking and
picnicking in the park.
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ask the trainer

The ultimate
two-for-one
Done right, this weight training gives you the added benefits of cardio.
BY NICHELLE LAUS

Q

I only have 60 minutes
for a workout. What do
I focus on most? Do I
allocate more time for cardio,
weights or a split?
The busy world we live in
leaves no time for guessing
games. You should be maximizing your workouts. How you spend
your time exercising matters almost as
much as if you exercise or not.

A

Two-for-one special
Most people do cardio to burn extra
calories or improve heart health. Both
of those benefits come from increasing your heart rate. What most people
don’t realize is that you can get both
of those cardio benefits while lifting
weights—it’s the ultimate two-for-one
deal.
Repairing and feeding muscle require a
ton of calories. While cardio only burns
calories during the workout, resistance
training burns calories both during and
after the workout. All in all, resistance
training is a much more effective way to
18 OPTIMYZ.COM

You’re probably wondering: How do
I do this? The answer is not just in lifting weights, but also how you lift those
weights.

Easy on the rest
The less rest you have between sets,
the more your heart rate will increase
to meet the demands for oxygen. Basically, as you spend more time actually
lifting weights instead of resting between sets, you get the added benefits
of cardio.
Some people shy away from shortening their rest because they feel it decreases their strength. This is true, but
only to a very small degree that really
only matters for elite athletes. For the
weekend warrior who wants to be time
efficient, shorter rest is the way to go.
There are a few options to shorten the
rest periods. The first one, you guessed
it, is simply shortening the rest between sets to less than a minute. Get
strict! Use a timer to help you.
The more ideal options are to use supersets or circuits. Supersets are when

two exercises are done back to back
without any rest. For example, doing a
set of push-ups, then immediately performing a set of squats and then resting. Circuits work the same way, but
with anywhere from three to 10 total exercises. The more time you spend moving in your workout, the better.
Traditional cardio exercises, like cycling
or jogging, are still on the table, but
they shouldn’t come at the expense of
your resistance training time. Aim for
about 45 minutes of fast-paced weight
lifting and 15 minutes of traditional cardio to make the most of your exercise
hour.
Have a question? Email Nichelle at
nichellelaus@gmail.com
Nichelle Laus is the owner of Optimum Training
Centre (otctoronto.com) in Toronto, Ontario.
A fitness and cover model, figure and bikini
competitor, competition preparation and
transformation coach for Team Laus (nichellelaus.
com), she is a certified personal trainer, and
kickboxing and kettlebell instructor. Nichelle is
also a motivational speaker and proud mom of
four boys under the age of eight.
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The short answer is you should spend
most of the time using weight, but
how you train with weights is what really matters. Why? The main purpose
of using weights, or any type of resistance training, is to build strength, tone
muscles and increase your metabolism.
Those are benefits that only come from
resistance training that cardio just can’t
match.

shed weight and keep your metabolism
strong.

FUEL YOUR
ADVENTURE
From exploring new trails, to running longer distances or powering up your training—we know your body needs clean, wholesome fuel to run its best. That’s why
we created Omega Sport+™, an oil that includes organic omega-3, -6, and-9, plus
MCTs, turmeric, and vitamin D. Formulated for active people, athletic performance,
and recovery, Omega Sport+™ provides more energy, more strength, and more adventure…naturally. This is fuel for your life, so you can push the boundaries of what
is possible. #FuelYourAdventure

NPN 80071311

More energy, more strength, and more adventure.

Gluten-Free | Non-GMO | Vegetarian

Easy to mix in smoothies!

Made in Canada

florahealth.com | @florahealthy | #BeFloraHealthy | 1.888.436.6697
Available in natural health food stores, select grocery stores and pharmacies.

injury clinic

DANGER ZONE
Heat exhaustion is a serious condition. The next step, heat stroke—can kill.
BY DRS. PAOLO AND MARCO DE CIANTIS

With the popularity of summer sports and the increasingly
hot summers, everyone from professional athletes to recreational outdoor enthusiasts needs to be aware of heat
exhaustion and heat stroke. These tend to be used synonymously, but the two are unique with vastly different
outcomes.
Heat exhaustion, where body temperature rises from 37° to
40°C, occurs when individuals perform a particularly vigorous activity, including exercise, in a high temperature or humid environment.
The signs and symptoms of heat exhaustion include, but are
not limited to, headaches, wet skin, excessive sweat, dizziness, nausea, muscle cramps, fatigue, weakness, thirst and a
rapid pulse.

Heat stroke is life-threatening. It is a medical emergency
where the body temperature rises above 40°C. It is accompanied by a widespread inflammatory response resulting in
the compromise of multiple organs—particularly the brain.
Studies have indicated that the incidence of heat stroke in
urban areas of the U.S. in a heat wave can be as much as 20
cases per 100,000 individuals.
Heat stroke is divided into exertional heat stroke and classic or non-exertional heat stroke. Exertional heat stroke usually occurs when individuals, who are typically young and
healthy, exercise in hot and humid conditions. When the
body’s attempts to cool fail, exertional heat stroke can occur—and occur rapidly!
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Someone experiencing heat exhaustion should discontinue
their activity immediately, remove themselves from the area

to a cool and less humid environment and consume cool
water. If heat exhaustion is not properly identified or treated
and is allowed to progress, it can lead to heat stroke.
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Classic or non-exertional heat stroke occurs usually in the
very young, the very old or those who have a pre-existing
chronic medical condition. It happens when one is exposed
to a very hot environment and not necessarily performing an
activity. Usually this type of heat stroke will take place over a
longer period of time compared to exertional heat stroke.
Heat stroke occurs when the body cannot cool itself due to
the heat present or the body’s increased heat production.
Without proper care, heat stroke can lead to permanent
damage and, in some cases, death.
As the weather improves and we begin to perform more activities outdoors, we need to be aware, for ourselves and
others, of the signs and symptoms of heat stroke. To minimize the likelihood of heat exhaustion or heat stroke, stay
hydrated, dress for the conditions (for example, don’t over
dress) and avoid alcohol and caffeine consumption before
physical activity.

RELAX, BREATHE AND EMBRACE

Drs. Marco and Paolo De Ciantis are Toronto-based chiropractic doctors and
co-owners of Sports Specialist Rehab Centre. The identical twins specialize
in pain and injury prevention, working with a range of patients from athletes
looking to improve their performance to individuals who simply want day-today tasks to be easier, in an effort to restore optimal well-being.

Signs of heat stroke:
»» Reduction in blood pressure (that can result in colour
change of the skin)
»» Confusion
»» Feeling belligerent
»» Increased heart rate
»» Increased breath rate
»» Hot skin
»» Dry skin
»» Seizures
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VISIT YOUR PREFERRED RETAILER FOR
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS DURING THE MONTH OF MAY*
*Only at participating stores
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best of the best

YOUR FAVOURITES
You voted, we listened. Here are the top brands to bring out your best.
Health and wellness are core values—the foundation of everything else in life. Every year you make
life decisions and purchasing decisions, based on these values. “Will the products and services I
buy help me attain my health and fitness goals?” you ask. “How do I find out?”

GOLD: © CAN STOCK PHOTO / SCENERY1, BASKET: © CAN STOCK PHOTO / DORAZETT

The 2018 Best of the Best product guide will help you find the answers. Inside we present favourite
products in 18 categories, as voted on by our readers. Everything from your go-to sports bra
brand to favourite protein bar brand and multivitamins. It’s a treasure of information that has been
sifted and sorted by our readers, women like you who put their health and wellness first. Don’t go
shopping without it.

2 018
AS VOTED BY READERS

THINK, FEEL, BE
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best of the best

GO-TO ATHLETIC CLOTHING BRAND
Comfort, feel and look. When it
comes together, people notice.

FAVOURITE ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
BRAND
Do you have the perfect shoe? Ask
your feet. They know.

1 UNDER ARMOUR
2 LULU LEMON
3 NIKE

1 NIKE
2 NEW BALANCE
3 ADIDAS

FAVOURITE SPORTS BRA
Run, jump, move—and feel
comfortable.
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1 UNDER ARMOUR
2 LULU LEMON
3 VICTORIA’S SECRET
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FAVOURITE PROTEIN/POWER BAR
TO SNACK ON
Energy is life. Don’t miss a beat.
1 CLIF
2 LARABAR
3 POWERBAR

MUST-HAVE PROTEIN BRAND
Build and rebuild. Your body is
waiting.
1 VEGA
2 GNC
3 OPTIMUM NUTRITION

FAVOURITE FITNESS DEVICE/
HEART RATE MONITOR
Be bionic. Technology you can
wear.
1 FIT BIT
2 GARMIN
3 APPLE WATCH

ROLL OUT YOUR CALVES
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best of the best

MOST EFFECTIVE DEODORANT/
ANTIPERSPIRANT
Be confident. Feel fresh. All day.
1 DEGREE
2 SECRET
3 DOVE

FAVOURITE SHAMPOO BRAND
Your hair looks right and feels
right. Each strand thanks you.
1 PANTENE
2 DOVE
3 HERBAL ESSENCES

FAVOURITE COSMETIC LINE
Natural. Bold. Dramatic. The
art of looking your best.

FAVOURITE FEMININE HYGIENE
PRODUCTS
Let nothing stop you. Do
what you want—no worrying
required.
1 ALWAYS
2 KOTEX
3 O.B.
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1 L’ORÉAL
2 COVER GIRL
3 CLINIQUE

FAVOURITE WATER
BOTTLE BRAND
Water—the fuel of life,
always by your side.

FAVOURITE HEADPHONE BRAND
Your own private world of
sound. Get in the zone.
1 BOSE
2 BEATS BY DRE
3 APPLE

1 S’WELL
2 BRITA
3 CAMELBAK

FAVOURITE HOME FITNESS
EQUIPMENT BRAND
Work out where you live.
1 COREFX
2 BOWFLEX
3 TRX

CHEW, CHEW, CHEW
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best of the best

BEST MULTIVITAMINS AND
PRODUCTS FOR IMMUNEBOOSTING HEALTH
The invisible shield: keeping
microbes in their place.
1 JAMIESON
2 WEBBER NATURALS
3 SISU

BEST BRAND FOR PAIN,
ARTHRITIS AND JOINT CARE
PRODUCTS
You need relief. Rub it in
and let the pain fade.

FAVOURITE STRESS-REDUCING
PRODUCT LINE
When too much is too much, protect yourself and feel better faster.
1 JAMIESON
2 WEBBER NATURALS
3 NATURE’S WAY
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1 ICY HOT
2 LAKOTA
3 RUB A535
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BEST PROBIOTICS BRAND
Feed your gut. It feeds you.
1 WEBBER NATURALS
2 BIO-K+
3 NATURE’S WAY

THE LIST
Everything you need to
pick out the best.

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

SHAMPOO

1 NIKE
2 NEW BALANCE
3 ADIDAS

1 PANTENE
2 DOVE
3 HERBAL ESSENCES

ATHLETIC CLOTHING

FEMININE HYGIENE

1 UNDER ARMOUR
2 LULU LEMON
3 NIKE

1 ALWAYS
2 KOTEX
3 O.B.

SPORTS BRA

HOME FITNESS EQUIPMENT

1 UNDER ARMOUR
2 LULU LEMON
3 VICTORIA’S SECRET

1 COREFX
2 BOWFLEX
3 TRX

FITNESS DEVICE/HEART
RATE MONITOR

HEADPHONES

1 FIT BIT
2 GARMIN
3 APPLE WATCH

WATER BOTTLE

PROTEIN

1 S’WELL
2 BRITA
3 CAMELBAK

1 VEGA
2 GNC
3 OPTIMUM
NUTRITION

STRESS REDUCTION:

ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS/
OMEGA-3’S

FAVOURITE BRAND OF ESSENTIAL
FATTY ACIDS/OMEGA-3’S
Feed your brain. Boost your
mood. Soothe your joints.
1 JAMIESON
2 WEBBER NATURALS
3 NATURE’S BOUNTY

1 BOSE
2 BEATS BY DRE
3 APPLE

1 JAMIESON
2 WEBBER NATURALS
3 NATURE’S BOUNTY
PROTEIN BAR

1 CLIF
2 LARABAR
3 POWERBAR

1 JAMIESON
2 WEBBER NATURALS
3 NATURE’S WAY
MULTIVITAMINS AND
IMMUNE-BOOST

1 JAMIESON
2 WEBBER NATURALS
3 SISU
PROBIOTICS

1 WEBBER NATURALS
2 BIO-K+
3 NATURE’S WAY

DEODORANT/
ANTIPERSPIRANT

1 DEGREE
2 SECRET
3 DOVE

PAIN, ARTHRITIS AND JOINT
CARE

1 ICY HOT
2 LAKOTA
3 RUB A535

COSMETIC LINE

1 L’ORÉAL
2 COVER GIRL
3 CLINIQUE
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The ultimate gift
How one man’s choice gave another a second chance at life.
BY PAYGE WOODARD

M

ichael Grey Brett’s doctor had a
strange question for him: “Were
you extremely drunk when you
came in and did your blood test?”
The question surprised the 25-year-old,
a recent college grad. Brett had been
feeling a bit run down when he took
the blood test during a quick trip to a
walk-in clinic near his work. “No you
saw me. I’d just come from work,” Brett
told the doctor.
A liver biopsy showed the odd blood
test results were due to an autoimmune
disease. Brett was diagnosed with primary sclerosing cholangitis, a chronic
disease that slowly damages the bile
ducts. The cause of the disease is unknown and there is no cure or specific
treatment.
After his diagnosis, Brett says he felt the
clock begin to tick. The disease was attacking his liver, eventually time would
run out and he’d need a transplant. “A
transplant is a big surgery and I wasn’t
convinced I was going to survive it,” he
says.
Determined to prolong the time before
he’d need the transplant, Brett began
to make lifestyle changes. He cut out
processed foods and animal products
from his diet. He now eats completely plant-based. The doctors estimated
Brett would need the transplant in seven years. The time came in 10 and a
half.
The waitlist
According to the most recent data
from the Canadian Institute for Health
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Information, in 2015 there were 382
people on the waitlist for a liver transplant. The wait time for a new liver depends on the province and health of
the patient. The sickest patients will be
prioritized. From 2006 to 2015, 747
Canadians died waiting for a new liver.
‘The ultimate gift’
Knowing he’d eventually be on that
wait list, Brett wanted to get the most
he could out of life before that time
came. He moved to Bermuda, then
to Grand Cayman where he ran a successful Muay Thai kickboxing program.
In 2013, he got married then had a
daughter.
When Brett’s liver began to fail he was
quickly hospitalized. At first, he was too
sick to receive a transplant. After doctors worked to get Brett’s body strong
enough to accept a donor organ, he
spent only 18 hours on the waiting list.
A 25-year-old man had died, his liver
would save Brett’s life.
“It’s the ultimate gift,” says Brett. “I’ve
been given this second chance at life.”
It’s a second chance he doesn’t want
to waste.
Seven months after his transplant, Brett
heard about the Canadian Transplant
Games, a competitive event designed
to increase organ and tissue donation as well as demonstrate the active,
healthy lifestyle that transplant recipients can live.
But, the surgery left Brett weak. He had
been hospitalized for three months,
catching pneumonia and at one point

needing a ventilator to stay alive. His
muscles had wasted away during his
stay in the hospital. The once active
kickboxer was learning to walk again.
The long recovery process was a shock
to Brett’s wife, Carla Williams. She
didn’t know how her husband’s health
would change from day to day. Meanwhile, she had life outside the hospital
to keep up with.
“It was hard for us as a family, juggling
ongoing communication with his medical team, everyday obligations and
managing to keep things fairly normal
for our daughter who was two years
old at the time—old enough to notice
and be curious about what was going
on.”
His daughter was kept away from the
hospital as the family felt seeing her father there would have been too upsetting. “I was shown pictures of her every
day and she kept asking when daddy
was coming home,” Brett recalls.
Despite his poor health and the transplant games being less than a year
away, Brett wanted in. “It really gave
me a goal and a focus to work towards,” he says. “What I’ve always
been good at is working towards a
goal.”
Getting the gold
Six months after he left the hospital,
Brett jumped back into the pool. He
hadn’t swum competitively since middle school, but the training paid off.
Brett won all his races including a 100m
freestyle and a 200m individual medley
race.

He wanted to keep swimming. Eager
to show people what someone who’d
had a transplant could do, last year
he traveled to Spain with team Canada to compete in the world transplant
games. He won three gold medals and
broke three world records.
After his hands hit the poolside, Brett
paused to take a breath and collect
himself before turning to look at his
supporters. “I would look up to the
stands and see my wife and my daughter cheering and the rest of Team Canada holding the Canadian flag up very
proudly.”
He remembers the difficult time his
family went through during his surgery
and recovery. His wife and parents took
shifts at the hospital. The family worried
as they watched Brett’s health deteriorate. “Nothing is guaranteed at a time
like that,” Brett says.
While his family served as inspiration,
there was another driving force behind Brett’s winning streak in the pool.
It’s a man he’d never known but always carries with him. Brett says his organ donor is his motivation. “I feel an

Brett says his organ
donor is his motivation.
“I feel an obligation to
that person to go out and
really live and achieve.”
PUSH YOURSELF

obligation to that person to go out and
really live and achieve.”
Brett now offers personal training to
transplant recipients, takes part in training-related activities for the Canadian
Transplant Association and acts as the
association's sports coordinator for the
Ontario division.
With more than personal goals in mind,
he hopes to get more people to register as organ donors. The athlete speaks
at universities, high schools—anywhere he can to showcase what organ

donation can do for someone and what
can be done by someone who’s had a
transplant.
Misconceptions about organ
donation
Brett says the subject of his talks is still
a taboo topic. “In our culture we don’t
talk about death all that much, but it is
something that’s going to happen to
every single one of us.”
Despite the inevitability of death, Brett
says many people prefer not to think
OPTIMYZ.COM 31
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90% of Canadians
support organ and tissue
donation but less than
20% have made plans to
donate.
people they meet all believe organ
donation is a good idea. According to
the Canadian Transplant society, 90%
of Canadians support organ and tissue
donation but less than 20% have made
plans to donate. “We still have a ways
to go,” says Holdsworth.
Just getting started
As he works to raise awareness for organ donation, Brett knows his name
will end up on the waitlist again someday. Late last year, Brett was told his
disease is attacking his new liver. The
clock began to tick again. Eventually,
he’ll need another transplant.
But a looming transplant isn’t his focus
right now. Brett has his sights set on
the next Canadian Transplant Games
in Vancouver and the World Transplant
Games set to take place in Newcastle,
Gateshead, UK next year. “I have world
records that I have to defend.”

about it. They don’t like the feeling registering brings them, so they don’t take
action. For others not on the list, there
may be a lack of understanding. He
talks them through what it means to be
a donor. “Then we will go ahead and
register together.”
Sandra Holdsworth, the Ontario provincial director of the Canadian Transplant
Association, says there are other reasons people haven’t registered. One is
the fear hospitals won’t do everything
to save them, due to the need for organs. Another is the belief it is against
their religion.
In 1992, Holdsworth was diagnosed
with the same chronic disease as Brett.
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She has been raising awareness for organ donation since her liver transplant
21 years ago. Organ donation isn’t top
of mind to those it doesn’t impact, she
says.
Holdsworth believes we need to bring
education about organ donation into
schools and continue that conversation into adulthood at the workplace.
The Organ Project, a non-profit organization focusses on ending the organ transplant waiting list, encourages
employers to revise their employment
policies to facilitate living donation by
employees and to inspire employees to
register as a donor.
Both Brett and Holdsworth say the

Brett recently took part in the Burlington Winter Splash, walking away with
new best times, two first-place and one
second-place ribbon. He also plans
to take part in the Masters Provincial
Championships in Ottawa.
With his records to defend and a goal
to increase organ donation, the athlete
says he feels like he’s just getting started. “I’ve been through what I’ve been
through and there’s nothing I can’t
handle.”

The process to become an organ donor varies across the
country. To find out how you
can become a donor visit
www.cantransplant.ca
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beauty

Au naturel-ish
Try these “natural” makeup looks—
perfect for summer.
BY VALERIA NOVA AND LORI FABRIZIO

Oh, summer—the time for long, sunny days, heavy SPF and
even lighter layers! Wearing makeup during hot and humid
weather can be tricky, but with the right products and simple
techniques, it is definitely doable. Here are a few of our pro
makeup tips to keep you looking fresh and pretty—and feeling confident all summer long!

NATURAL “NO MAKEUP” MAKEUP
HYDRATE

Moisturize your skin and apply mineral SPF.

EVEN OUT Apply tinted moisturizer to your face and keep
it light to even out your skin tone. If the tinted moisturizer is
too shiny or heavy, it will melt away in the summer heat.
BRIGHTEN Tap and blend concealer under your eyes and
onto the eyelids to neutralize your under eye and cover dark
circles.
CONTOUR Apply bronzer to the contour of the cheeks and
the outer corner of the eye. Find a sheer texture, which will
give you more control in application. If it has a bit of sheen, it
can make your face look healthy and radiant.
BLUSH For a pop of colour, tap a warm, peachy cream
blush onto the apple of the cheeks.
HIGHLIGHT Apply a cream highlighter to the cheekbones,
the bridge of the nose, the Cupid's bow and the inner corner of the eye. Look for a highlighter that is not too glittery
or frosty. The goal is to create a subtle pearly radiance that
catches light, enhancing the dimension of your complexion.
DEFINE LASHES Use a lash curler for a lash lift and apply
black mascara for extra volume.
ADD GLOSS The final touch is a natural gloss. Choose
something in the nude family with minimal shimmer.

If you get oily throughout the day, apply a sheer amount
of powder to your T-zone (across your forehead and down
the bridge of your nose) and bring some blotting papers
with you! The idea is for your skin to look fresh with a bit of
shine—not oily.
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WHAT’S IN OUR MAKEUP BAG?

BLOTTERAZZI BY BEAUTYBLENDER: Our favourite
product to have on hand for quick touch-ups! Used
dry, this is a great—and reusable—alternative to traditional blotting papers.
TARTE TARTIEST PAINT LINER (with synthetic angle
brush Bdellium 763): The perfect, black gel liner. The
tube ensures that it never dries so you can use it to the
last drop!
BITE BEAUTY MULTISTICK IN MASCARPONE: A
great multi-purpose product! Just apply with your finger or a brush on your eyes, lips and cheeks.
FITGLOW BEAUTY LIP COLOUR IN LOVE: The perfect red lipstick that contains plant extracts to keep
your lips hydrated and smooth.
INDEED LABRATORIES HYDRALURON INTENSE
MOISTURIZING LOTION: This is great for any time of
year for major hydration! We use it as a primer to keep
skin looking fresh.
BITE BEAUTY AMUSE BOUCHE LIPSTICK: So
creamy and hydrating, but with rich pigment in a great
colour selection. Natural ingredients so good you can
eat them. What’s not to love?

BRIGHT AND POLISHED MAKEUP
1. Follow all of the steps for the natural “no makeup” makeup look.
2. Use a black gel liner and a small synthetic angle brush
to line and define your eyes by dipping the brush into
the gel and carefully pressing into your upper lash line.
The idea is to darken your lash area, so keep the line nice
and tight, making sure most of the colour is on the outer
lash line and it tapers in as you bring it towards the inner
corner.
3. Try a new bright shade of lip—whether it’s red, coral or
fuchsia (avoid anything frosty or metallic for a modern
look). A bold lip is a quick and simple way to look perfectly polished in no time. Line your lips with a lip liner
that is close to your natural lip shade (try to find one that
is long-wearing), then apply your lipstick. Voilà—instant
glam!

GIA MINERALS NATURAL LASH MASCARA: Made
without harsh chemicals, this mascara will nourish your
lashes and wears all day without smudging!
THE ORDINARY COVERAGE FOUNDATION: High
in pigment and low in cost, this foundation wears well
and hides imperfections because it contains a higher
amount of pigment.

Valeria Nova and Lori Fabrizio are hair and makeup artists with a passion
for unforgettable makeovers and making women feel gorgeous. With over 10
years of professional experience, Val and Lori teamed up in 2010 to create
Two Chicks and Some Lipstick to share their love of makeup with women who
want to be confident and feel beautiful.

FIND LORI AND VAL
twochicksandsomelipstick
@twochicksandsomelipstick
twochicksandsomelipstick.com
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PLYOMETRIC
GLUTE PUMP
Build your glutes, burn calories
and feel amazing.
BY MICHELLE MACDONALD
PHOTOGRAPHYBY DAVE LAUS

Who doesn’t want a new circuit to blast your glutes that is also fun and
tests your athletic abilities? This workout is for intermediate to advanced
levels and can be adjusted in difficulty by choosing a smaller or bigger
tire or using a stabilized bench or a plyometric box.
Don’t forget to warm up and cool down with some glute mobility and
stretching exercises!

THE WORKOUT
EXERCISE

REPS

Tire jump

5–7

Single leg elevated hip thrust

10–12 per side

Bulgarian split squat

10–12 per side

Prone cross-over in hip extension

10–12 per side

Bodyweight squat

15

Perform five sets with 30 seconds rest between each set. This workout
will take 25 minutes to complete.
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TIRE JUMP
GLUTES, HAMSTRINGS AND CALVES

Stand two feet from the tire with your
feet wider than shoulder-width apart
and your knees and hips flexed. Engage your core, keep your eyes and
chest up and powerfully explode
upwards.
Make sure you achieve full hip extension as you jump, but start to tuck the
legs to land safely. Remember the glutes are extensors of the hips.
Land with your feet flat, chest up and
core braced. Think of landing as softly as possible. Do five to seven reps to
complete one set.

SQUEEZE YOUR GLUTES
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SINGLE-LEG ELEVATED
HIP THRUST
GLUTES, HAMSTRINGS AND QUADS

Position your upper back on the edge
of the tire with your arms extended.
Cross the inactive leg at the ankle over
the working leg and keep the hips as
level as possible throughout the exercise. The foot of the working leg should
be flat on the ground, aligned with the
hip and stacked under the knee. Engage your glutes and thrust the hips up
into full extension.
Squeeze the glutes at the finish, keep
the hips levelled and think of maintaining a slight posterior tilt in the pelvis. Keep your core tight and back in a
neutral position. Hold for two to three
seconds before slowly returning to the
start position. Do 10 to 12 reps per side
to complete one set.

BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUAT
GLUTES AND QUADS

Place the foot of the inactive leg shoelace-side down on the edge of the tire.
The foot of the working leg should be
flat on the ground 90° under the knee.
You will recruit more quads if the knee
travels over the toe. Keep your chest
up, core braced and use the quads to
straighten the knee as you squeeze the
glutes and drive the hips forward.
Like the hip thrust, think of maintaining
a slight posterior tilt and hold this position for one to two counts before slowly returning to the start position. Keep
the hips level, eyes forward and chest
up throughout the movement. Do 10 to
12 reps per side to complete one set.
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PRONE CROSS-OVER IN HIP EXTENSION
CORE, GLUTES AND ADDUCTORS

Start in a strong plank position with the forearms resting on the tire’s edge. Keep
the hips level and in a slight posterior tilt. The glutes should be engaged throughout this exercise. Balance on the ball of the foot of the inactive leg with the working leg extended out to the side and toe pointed.
Extend the leg and bring it up to the mid-line of your body. Focus and keep the
hips level. Brace your core and squeeze the glutes to extend the leg back.
Cross your working leg over the other, keeping the leg and hip fully extended. Return to the start position and maintain the core and glute contraction. That is one
full rep. Do 10 to 12 reps per side to complete one set.

BODYWEIGHT SQUATS
GLUTES AND QUADS

Start in full extension on the edge of the tire with your arms
extended in front, core tight and hips in a slight posterior tilt.
The feet should be shoulder-width apart and you should feel
comfortably balanced.
Squat down, keeping the core tight and the arms extended
forward for balance. Push the knees out over the toes and
push the hips into the heels. At the finish position, your back
should be neutral. If the back starts rounding, don’t go that
deep. As your flexibility and mobility improve and you can
maintain a neutral spine, go deeper. Keeping the arms extended, push back up and squeeze the glutes to extend the
hips. This is one full rep. Do 15 reps to complete a set.
Michelle MacDonald is an ISSA strength and conditioning coach and gym
owner living in Tulum, Mexico. She trains women online all over the world.

FIND MICHELLE
YourHealthyHedonista
@yourHealthyHedonista
yourhealthyhedonista.com
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sex

Drink lots of water, eat your
vegetables—and do your Kegels!
Exercising your pelvic floor muscles is good for not only sex and powerful
orgasms, but also for disorders like urinary incontinence as well.
BY CHARMAINE MILLAIRE

If you are a runner, a yogi or a gym
goer—it is likely that you’ve given most
of your muscles the attention they desire. But there’s one group of muscles
you are probably missing.
Pelvic floor muscles are vital, not only
for supporting organs, but they also
have a big impact on our sex lives. Including the pelvic bone, pelvic organs
(bladder, anus and, in women, the
uterus), nerves, ligaments and blood
vessels—the pelvic floor’s muscles are
key for agility control and endurance
during intercourse. Over time, we inevitably experience weakening in these
muscles.
40 OPTIMYZ.COM

It is important to keep these muscles
strong, not only for better sex, but for
easier delivery and recovery in childbirth and to prevent pelvic floor disorders. These disorders include urinary
incontinence, fecal incontinence and
pelvic organ prolapse—which is when
a pelvic organ, like your bladder, drops
and pushes against the walls of the vagina. This can result when the pelvic
muscles become weak.
For women, bladder incontinence is
common after giving childbirth. Researchers have estimated that nearly
a third of women experience tearing
in the pelvic floor muscle tissue while

giving birth. A study in the journal Neurology and Urodynamics found that out
of 363 women, a similar percentage of
women who had vaginal deliveries and
Caesarean sections developed urinary
incontinence after giving birth.
In the 1940’s, Dr. Arnold Kegel established an exercise to help women who
had urinary incontinence. Known today
as “Kegel” exercises, these exercises
provide a wide range of benefits for
women—including stronger bladder
control and better sex.
“Vaginal sensation is felt with pressure
and deep touch more than light sensations. Sexual pleasure comes from

the movement and build-up of friction
against the vaginal walls,” says Amanda
Savage, physiotherapist and spokesperson for the Professional Network of
Pelvic, Obstetric and Gynaecological
Physiotherapists.
“The vaginal walls are layered with the
pelvic floor muscles. Pelvic floor muscle exercises tone and strengthen these
muscles, improving blood supply and
nerve activity, all leading to greater
pleasure,” says Savage. “Many women
report they are able to reach orgasm
more easily and that their orgasms are
more powerful after focussing on pelvic
floor muscle exercises.”
Pelvic floor muscles kick in when we
sneeze, pass wind or feel that our
bladder might leak. By practicing
short, powerful squeezes, the strength
of our pelvic floor muscles can be
heightened.
When doing Kegel exercises, it is
important to do so with an empty

LET GO, MOVE ON

bladder. Aim to
hold your conBenefits of Kegel exercises
tractions for three
Improves urinary and fecal incontinence
seconds and then
Stronger orgasms for women
release. The feelAlleviates premature ejaculation in men
ing should be
Reduces vaginal or pelvic pain during sex
similar to holding
Prevents or treating pelvic organ prolapse
in your urine and
Makes labour go smoother during pregnancy
then letting go.
Faster recovery after childbirth
Once you have
the hang of the
technique, try doing three sets of
strengthening your pelvic floor and
10 repetitions each day while performyour glutes, both which play a large
ing routine tasks.
role in the bedroom.

**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Melinda Fontaine, DPT at The Pelvic
Health & Rehabilitation Center in California, says “different muscle groups
work with the pelvic floor and you can
get a little extra power by using other muscle groups at the same time.”
For example, adding a Kegel exercise
to something like the bridge pose
can kill two birds with one stone,

Strengthening your pelvic floor muscles is not only going to make you feel
more confident in the bedroom, but if
you suffer from something like urinary
or fecal incontinence, doing Kegels can
make a huge difference in your day-today life.
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Trish Stratus was snacking on a leftover
Christmas treat when her phone rang.
The call came from her old employer,
World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE).
The sports entertainment company
wanted the former champion back in
the ring for the first all-women’s Royal
Rumble taking place in Philadelphia,
a televised match attended by nearly
18,000 fans.
The peanut butter ball dropped from
her hand. Stratus felt honoured to be
asked to take part, but it had been seven years since she had retired from
wrestling. The blonde wrestler—a fan

EMBRACE THE UNIVERSE

favourite once known for her high flying
kicks, springing off the ropes and slamming her competition to the mat—now
owned a yoga studio and had become
the mother of two children, the youngest just a year old.
Stratus was unsure if she still had what it
takes to complete the moves that won
over fans and made her a record-setting seven time women’s champion. So
she called one of her old ring trainers
to set up a session and find out.

After banging out a few moves, Stratus felt like her old self. She was ready
to compete in the Royal Rumble, but
knew it wouldn’t be an easy ride. With
only a month until the January 2018
match, Stratus needed to build up
her stamina and strength and work on
power moves. It would mean training
twice a day. With two kids at home, she
would need to make time to get her
punches up to par.
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It worked.

Becoming a mom had put a pause on
the busy schedule Stratus was used to.
The last two decades of her life had
been a nonstop jump from one thing to
the next. She was preparing for medical school when
York University
went on strike in
1997. When the
clear path she
was on crumbled, a new path
emerged. Stratus
was discovered
and signed on as
a fitness model.
During her modelling career, an internet rumour she would be joining the
WWE led to her landing her pro wrestling gig.

Her daughter Madison was born in
2017. By then, her outlook on motherhood had changed. She overcame
the guilt she used to feel about taking
breaks. Stratus once felt selfish leaving
the house, even
for yoga classes.
She says it’s tough
leaving your
child, but moms
need to feel okay
about it.

When her wrestling career ended, she
opened a yoga studio. She starred as
a gun-toting, butt-kicking SWAT agent
alongside Danny Glover in the movie
Gridlocked and took on television projects, all while cultivating her lifestyle
brand. In 2013, she took a brief pause
to have a baby.
But after the birth of her first child,
Max, Stratus switched back into career
mode. A hands-on business woman,
she got back to business four months
after the delivery, sometimes taking her
infant son to the office with her. “I was
proud to be balancing everything,” she
says. While she managed to balance
work and motherhood, Stratus wishes
she had taken more of a break.
When faced with fertility issues while
trying to conceive her second child,
Stratus was forced to take a break. She
stepped out of the spotlight and put
work aside to focus on her health. If
something promised to help increase
the chance of pregnancy, she did it.
She underwent acupuncture therapy,
started getting more than her usual five
hours of sleep, practiced fertility-boosting yoga and ate only organic foods.
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During pregnancy and over her
daughter's first
year of life, Trish put her team in place
to help run her enterprises. While still
involved in the business, she makes
her children her first priority.“If Mommy
goes to yoga and feels great, Mommy is a better Mommy,” she says. “You
can’t forget to take care of you.”
By the time the call came from WWE,
Stratus had learned to lean on her partner. Daddy time is good for the kids,
she says. Although she had help from
her husband and
family, Stratus
was still in a time
crunch to get
back to fighting
form. Determined
not to come back
unless she was
as good as when
she left, Stratus
followed an exhausting training schedule. She’d tuck
her children into bed, then head out for
her second round of daily training.

children, Stratus says. “As long as
you’re fueled by your passion, you’ll
get through it.”

Hit like a guy,
fight like a girl
Behind her passion for the sport was
another incentive that helped motivate
the former champion through the late
night workouts. This would be the first
ever all-women’s Royal Rumble, a history making moment Stratus didn’t want
to miss. When she left wrestling, she’d
left behind a legacy of helping to revolutionize women’s role in the professional wrestling world.
At the start of her career, female wrestlers mainly took part in what Stratus
calls “popcorn matches.” These were
short segments when the audience
would get out of their seats to get
snacks. In other words, the hair-pulling
cat fights were not an important part of
the card.
But Stratus believed the women were
capable of more. She knew she was capable of more. She had always been a
jock. Growing up,
she played soccer
and she made the
varsity field hockey team at York
University.

‘AS LONG AS YOU’RE
FUELED BY YOUR
PASSION, YOU’LL GET
THROUGH IT.’

A love of wrestling helped her power
through the month of intense training.
She remembers how the old feeling returned, as if her body was happy to be
throwing punches again. “Moms just
need something to help spark them,
to help them find their old self again,”
she says.
A love for what you do is key for any
mom trying to balance a career and

She knew she
could fight like
the men, so she
started training alongside
them. At first, the male wrestlers were
scared they’d hurt Stratus, but once
they got to know her, they realized just
how tough she was. “I would take the
bumps like the boys and then I would
work like a guy,” she says.
Stratus wanted to change the perception of what women could do in the
ring. The women started to sneak in the
more technical moves that were seen
as “men’s moves.” These revamped
matches became the talk of the event
and WWE took note. The women
started getting longer matches and
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Finding a spark
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STRATUS ENTERS THE WWE WOMEN'S
ROYAL RUMBLE MATCH AS THE LAST
ENTRANT ON JANUARY 28TH, 2018

storylines that required the same kind
of highflying, mat-smacking moves as
the men. “I can proudly say, ‘I fight like
a girl,’” says Stratus.
In 2001, the company brought back
the women’s division with a match
highlighting all their female wrestlers
and Stratus became the WWE Women's Champion for the first time. She
didn’t take the win lightly. She felt the
weight of the title on her shoulders,
knowing it was up to her to help build
the women’s division.
Heading in early each morning, the
new champion would get in the ring
and work with anyone who’d help her
train. The company saw her fire and she
was thrust into the spotlight with storylines where she could showcase her
skills.
Back then, Stratus lived in a whirlwind,
helping redefine what it meant to be a
woman in the ring, while crafting a Hall
of Fame career. On the road 300 days
a year, she was unaware of the large
impact her career had. “You don’t see
the craziness that you’re creating,” she
says.
LAUGH AT ADVERSITY

Now, at meet and greets, women and
young girls tell the WWE champion
how much she meant to them growing
up. Stratus believes she had an impact
because she was a female making it in a
male-dominated world. She broke the
glass ceiling.

The Rumble
With her legacy on the line, Stratus
stepped out at the Royal Rumble in
a slick black jumpsuit as the crowd
roared. A surprise entrant, she began slamming her competition to the
ground as announcers listed the female
wrestlers she’s inspired. She performed
all her signature moves, including the
“stratusfaction,” a finishing move that
helped her win her first championship.
She looked like she never left the ring.
It felt empowering to be wrestling
again. “I looked at my husband and
said, ‘I can go like the girls!’” she says.
“I’m 42, I’ve had two kids and I can still
do this!”
Stratus proved to herself and her fans
she still has what it takes in the ring. So
what is next? Acting seemed like a natural career move after playing a role for

so many years in the wrestling ring. But
after the success of her first action role
in Gridlocked, Stratus stepped out of
the spotlight, setting acting aside to finish her family.
Since kicking off 2018 with her WWE
appearance, Stratus is back in the entertainment sphere. She is currently
developing new health and fitness projects with her Stratusphere brand and
has started a book about her life, but
even she isn’t sure where her career
will take her next. Anything is possible
for the former champ who never pictured herself back in the ring.
“If you had asked me last year 'What's
next?', I would have never in a million
years answered 'I'll be kicking butt in
a WWE ring!'” she says. “But, at 12
months postpartum, 12 years post retirement and seven years out of the
ring, plus having birthed two children,
I did it. So, who knows what's next exactly. But whatever it is, I'm ready to
tackle it head first, just like I have with
anything the universe has thrown my
way so far.”
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Summer
Yoga
Workout
Blend strength training into a yoga flow.
BY TRISH STRATUS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVE LAUS | MUAH BY TWO CHICKS AND SOME LIPSTICK

At one point I was doing yoga exclusively, but quickly realized I needed to get my pump on! That's when I created my signature workout, Stratusphere Yoga, a hybrid workout that blends strength training movements into a yoga flow.
I've pulled a few of my poses, to help hit all those body parts that you will want popping this summer! Try this quickie workout to strengthen and tone your arms and legs while stretching your hips, hamstrings and calves and opening your chest and
shoulders. I guarantee you will feel “stratusfied” and ready to show off that summer body!

RELAX YOUR NECK
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Chair Squats
LEGS AND GLUTES

Place your feet hip-width apart and raise your arms to
shoulder height. Squat down until thighs are parallel to the
ground. Do 10 squats, making sure your knees don’t go
past your toes, finishing on the high end of your squat.
Step your feet together with knees touching and then
press your palms together and raise your arms in line
with your ears. Keeping your spine long, draw shoulder
blades down and sit into the pose. Hold chair pose for five
breaths.
CHALLENGE: HOLD YOUR SQUAT POSITION 30–60 SECONDS
BEFORE YOU GO INTO CHAIR POSE.
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Plank dogs
SHOULDERS AND CHEST

Bend down, bring your hands to your mat and walk your feet
back into plank position, then push back to downward dog.
This is one count. Repeat back-and-forth movement from
plank to downward dog 10 times, finishing in downward
dog, holding for five breaths. Then push back to plank position and hold for five breaths.
CHALLENGE: ADD 10 PUSHUPS FROM PLANK POSITION.

KEEP THE VISION
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workout

Tabletop hamstring curls
HAMSTRINGS AND GLUTES

From plank, bring your hands and knees to the ground
(tabletop). Extend one leg out behind you, then bend
knee to 90˚ and flex foot at the ankle. Curl leg with heel
coming toward buttocks and return to 90˚ 10 times. Repeat with the other leg. Then bring both knees down and
stay in tabletop pose for five breaths.
CHALLENGE: ADD 10 DONKEY KICKS BY PRESSING FOOT
STRAIGHT UP AND SQUEEZING THE GLUTES

You can end your session in child’s pose, holding that for
five to 10 breaths.
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ND NOTES

A health and wellness resource from

ND Notes is a health and wellness resource developed by the naturopathic doctors and healthcare practitioners at CanPrev and Orange Naturals.
We design and develop natural health products that are safe, effective, and easy to use. Sign up at ndnotes.ca.

Visit canprev.ca and orangenaturals.com to learn more.

HEALTH // FITNESS // NUTRITION // MIND // LIFE

Get the latest in health,
delivered to your inbox.
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Subscribe to OptiMYz Health News, our bi-weekly
newsletter, at optimyz.com/OHN
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Injuries are not
your “get out of
gym free” card!
Seek opportunity in your
weakness. It is also a chance
to become stronger.
BY DORIS WARD
Good news. There is always a silver lining to
a seemingly bad situation. Injuries can be a
blessing in disguise. Your injury may bring
new insights to your workout if you begin
to think outside the proverbial box, gently shifting your focus and viewing this
moment in time as a window of opportunity rather than a setback.

© CAN STOCK PHOTO / 4774344SEAN

Follow these five tips to help navigate your recovery. Soon you’ll
reach the other side stronger and
more focussed than ever, ready to
take on your next fitness goal.

HEAL
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Think “can do”
Fine tune your self-talk

Shift in focus
Reflect on your “why”

Sharpen your mental attitude by thinking what you can do rather than focussing on what you can’t do as a result
of your injury. When we find ourselves
injured, we may automatically think we
get a “get out of gym free” card. Not
so fast! For example, if you have a shin
or calf injury, there is still so much you
can do: core, chest, back, arms, shoulders, leg extensions, leg curls, leg lifts,
clam shells and most Pilates mat exercises. For cardiovascular conditioning, you now have the opportunity to
explore new activities or activities you
haven’t done for a long time, like swimming or using the rowing machine in a
modified position.

The recovery process gives you an opportunity to remind yourself why you
want to recover in the first place. Think
back to your original goal. Why did
you set the goal? What was the driver,
inspiration and motivation? Why was it
so important for you to succeed at this
goal and why did it become a priority?
Reflect on these questions to shift your
focus back to your goals. Keeping your
goals in the forefront of your mind is
the key to achieving them. Keep your
goals in your direct line of vision.

Your attitude is key to staying on track
and not losing your hard-earned muscle and cardiovascular fitness. Make a
list of all the exercises you can still do
that won’t make your injury worse or
cause further pain. Consult with your
sports rehabilitation specialist, physiotherapist or a personal trainer with
injury management training to assist
you. By finding new ways to work
around your injury, you just might discover new strengths within yourself
or an enjoyable new method of exercise, all because of an injury.

From personal experience, the best
recovery tip I can share is to ask your
medical professionals a lot of questions, listen twice as much and comply
with their direction. Physiotherapists
and other sports therapists have a
wealth of knowledge and can be
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Learn from physiotherapy and
treatment
Embrace your new knowledge

incredibly helpful on your road to recovery. They will be a huge part of
your success, so team up with them.
For optimal results, stay committed to
the exercises and stretches they give
you, attend all of your follow-up appointments and follow through on your
homework.
Focus on nutrition
Use your down time for extra meal
preparation and planning
The time spent healing from an injury
is the ideal time to shift your focus and
really concentrate on optimal nutrition, including hydration and if you so
choose, supplementation. If your injury
results in less physical activity, you can
offset that change with a more disciplined approach to nutrition. Your recovery period will allow you more time
to try new recipes, research new food
trends and experiment with new foods
in the kitchen and even supplements.
Meal preparation and planning are also
proven keys to staying on track so using
your time to plan ahead will always pay

'Your body provides you with signals
and it’s up to you not only to recognize them, but also to respond.'
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'stay committed to the
exercises and stretches your
physiotherapist] gives] you'

off in the long-term. Use this time to
tighten up your eating habits and transition back to your regular routine.
Embrace rest
Listen to your body and respond
accordingly
Quality over quantity. This is a phrase I
often say to my clients. In most cases,
fitness success is not built on quantity
or volume. Rather, it’s about listening
to your body and responding accordingly, being aware of what it needs,
feeling the sensations and responding
to them—and letting safety trump everything. It’s about valuing your body in
the mindful, treasured way it deserves.
Your body provides you with signals
and it’s up to you not only to recognize them, but also to respond. For example, you’ve injured your elbow and
you’re attempting an assisted pull-up.
DO DONKEY KICKS

Suddenly you feel an intense pinch in
that elbow; that’s your body telling you
to stop. So, stop. Heed that signal and
choose another exercise that will work
similar muscles but without the pain.
It does take time and practice, even
patience, to know when your body is
talking to you. Be patient with the process and your body will thank you.

Injuries are no fun. However, you can
make the best of this time by opening
yourself to growth and learning. The
wisdom you gain will help you not only
improve your existing fitness regime,
but also give you insight into moving
forward with your health and fitness
goals.

During recovery, it’s key that you learn
how to properly modify exercises so
as to not cause further harm or pain.
Ensure you schedule rest days to allow
your whole body to recover and regenerate so you can come back stronger
and energized for your next workout.
After you’ve fully recovered, it’s important that you gradually add exercises back in for that previously injured
area and stay in tune with your body’s
signals.

Doris Ward is a certified personal trainer with 15
years experience who has successfully trained
hundreds of clients. She has also earned other
specialized certifications including STOTT Pilates
Mat Instructor, Schwinn Cycling Instructor, Group
Fitness Instructor, BOSU Trainer and YogaFit Level
1 Instructor.

FIND DORIS
DorisWardPEI
@DorisWardPEI
@fortheloveoffitnesspei
fortheloveoffitnesspei.com
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Taste of
summer

These barbecue recipes are perfect
for outdoor gatherings or Sunday
dinner with the family.
BY ANDREA SALIBA

© CAN STOCK PHOTO / SERMAX55
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Creamy tahini tempeh
MAKES 2 | TAKES 15 MINS

Tempeh is an excellent source of plantbased protein that is also fermented,
meaning it provides probiotics for our
intestinal flora. It is important to eat
probiotic-rich foods in order to build
a strong, healthy immune system and
for overall optimal health. Tempeh also
provides a rich source of B vitamins and
calcium.

Dill Dijon salmon
MAKES 2 | TAKES 35 MINS

Salmon is the perfect addition to any
bbq party. It is loaded with omega-3
essential fatty acids and contains a very
powerful antioxidant called astaxanthin,
which is what gives salmon its pink colour. Both omega-3 and astaxanthin
assist with decreasing inflammation
within the body, protect heart health
and keep skin radiant and glowing.

Vegetable skewers
MAKES 3 SKEWERS | TAKES 15 MINS

Vegetable skewers are an all-time
favourite during barbecue season. I
love to add as many colours as I can to
my skewers to pack in as many nutrients
as possible. Adding mushrooms to the
skewers adds a nice meaty texture and
an excellent source of selenium and
zinc.

INGREDIENTS
»» 1 block of
organic tempeh,
cut into strips
»» ½ lemon, juiced
»» 2 Tbsp tahini
»» 1 Tbsp nutritional
yeast
»» 1 clove of garlic
»» ½ tsp cayenne
pepper
»» Pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS
Place all of the ingredients into a mixing bowl except the
tempeh strips.
Mix all of the ingredients together until a creamy dressing
forms.
Spread some of the mixture onto each tempeh strip.
Place the tempeh on the barbecue for two to three minutes each side or enjoy as is. Pair alongside grilled asparagus, zucchini and corn for a delicious and nutritious vegan
summer time meal!
Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 193; Carbs 12g; Fat 10; Protein:
14g

INGREDIENTS
»» 2 wild salmon
steaks
»» 2 tsp Dijon
mustard
»» 2 tsp dill (fresh is
best)
»» ½ lemon, juiced
»» 1 clove of garlic,
grated

DIRECTIONS
Prepare the marinade in a small dish by combining the
Dijon mustard, dill, grated garlic and lemon juice.
Spread some of the mixture onto each salmon steak.
Place each steak onto the bbq (seasoned side down) and
allow to cook on each side for about seven to eight minutes before flipping.
Pair with corn on the cob, grilled vegetables and my personal favourite, grilled avocado! Enjoy!
Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 299; Carbs 2g; Fat 15; Protein:
36g

INGREDIENTS
»» 2 zucchinis
»» 1 red bell
pepper
»» 1 yellow bell
pepper
»» 1 orange bell
pepper
»» 6 Mushrooms

Dressing
»» 1 lemon, juiced
»» 1 tsp oregano
»» 4 Tbsp extra
virgin olive oil
»» Pinch of salt
»» Pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS
Begin by cutting the zucchini into disc shapes and the
peppers into chunks. Next, skew each piece of vegetable
onto an oil-greased skewer.
To create the dressing, pour each ingredient into a small
mixing bowl and combine well. Lightly brush each skewer with the dressing and place onto a heated BBQ. Cook
each side for two to three minutes.
Nutritional value (per serving): Calories 226; Carbs 12g; Fat 19; Protein:
3g
Andrea Saliba is a certified holistic nutritionist, health coach and group
fitness instructor in Vancouver, BC. She offers nutrition plans to gain
energy, strength and confidence. Her approach is to inspire people
to make healthier food choices while educating her clients on the
importance of the mind-body connection.

FIND ANDREA
Andrea Saliba Nutrition
@andrea_saliba.nutrition
andreasaliba.ca
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SET IN STONE

Each of these sweet summer fruits has two
things in common: a pit and a bounty of benefits.

Nothing says summer like sunshine, the
beach and the sweet, juicy flavours of
stone fruits. These tasty fruits include
peaches, apricots, plums, mangoes
and cherries.
The term “stone” comes from the
stone-hard pit, which is typically found
at the fruit’s core. As the fruit hangs off
the tree branch, the stone supports it
and provides a passage for the nutrients to flow from the tree to the growing fruit.
Collectively, these fruits tend to be low
in sugar, calories and fat—making them
a great snack for weight management
or to curb a sweet-tooth craving. Packing a nutritional punch, stone fruits are
rich in vitamins, minerals, antioxidants,
dietary fibre and more!

Peaches
With the Latin name
Prunus persica,
peaches are native to China and
South Asia and
are a product of a
deciduous tree that
grows in temperate regions of the
world. This fuzzy fruit is high in vitamin C, which helps reduce wrinkles,
improve the skin’s texture and fight
skin damage associated with the sun.
It’s excellent for collagen production,
prominent for healthier, glowing skin.
Peaches are high in dietary fibre,
making them a great snack for those
watching their weight. They also contain potassium, which is essential for
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proper nerve signals, muscle function,
cellular functions of the body, metabolic processes, utilizing carbohydrates
and maintaining electrolyte balance. A
lack of potassium can lead to hypokalemia, a dangerous syndrome which affects muscle strength, respiratory failure
and an irregular heartbeat.

flavonoids, which have been linked to
a decreased risk of heart disease and
cancer. They are also high in other
powerful antioxidants including quercetin, proanthocyanidins, epicatechins
and catechins—phytonutrients known
for their strong anti-inflammatory
properties.

A study from Texas A&M University
found that peaches, plums and nectarines contain bioactive and phenolic compounds with anti-inflammatory
properties that can fight off obesity-related diabetes and reduce the bad
cholesterol (LDL) associated with cardiovascular disease. The same university also released a study connecting
peach and plum extracts with reduced
levels of cancer cells.

This golden fruit is also known for promoting a healthy liver. In a study published in the British Journal of Nutrition,
researchers found that apricots were
able to protect against liver damage
and fatty liver (where the liver accumulates fat) in animals. A similar study
done by the journal Transplant Proceedings found that adding sundried organic apricots to the diet of rats with part
of their liver removed, helped promote
liver regeneration—suggesting apricots
may have a similar effect in people.

TIP: To ripen peaches faster, place
them in a paper bag or near a sunny
windowsill.

Apricots
Scientifically
known as Prunus
armeciaca, apricots are smaller
than peaches
and have gold
velvet-like skin. Believed to have originated in Armenia,
they contain high levels of vitamin A,
vitamin C and pectin—a soluble fibre
which is necessary for good colon
health, maintaining healthy cholesterol
and helping with constipation and disorders like irritable bowel syndrome.
Apricots are high in antioxidants like

Plums
There are two kinds of
plums: European
(P. domestica) and
Japanese (P. salicina). The common
European plum
originated near the
Caspian Sea—and is
at least 2,000 years old. The Japanese
plum was first domesticated in China
over thousands of years ago, but then
extensively developed in Japan. Typically, European plums are smaller, purple or blue in colour and often made
into jams—whereas Japanese plums are
fat, juicy and red, often eaten fresh and
tend to have a longer shelf life.
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BY CHARMAINE MILLAIRE

Regardless of which plum you prefer,
both contain a variety of nutrients and
are good for you. They are an excellent
source of vitamin A, B-vitamins, vitamin
C, vitamin E, vitamin K and more. They
also contain potassium, phosphorus,
magnesium, iron, calcium, zinc and antioxidants—and are high in dietary fibre.
Regular consumption of plums has
been linked to stronger bones, better
cognitive health and better digestion.
A study in the journal Critical Reviews in
Food and Science Nutrition found that
snacking on plums or prunes (dried
plums) increases satiety—helping control obesity, cardiovascular diseases
and diabetes.
High in fibre, plums and prunes are
well known for their laxative properties
and regulating the digestive system,
in particular aiding digestive disorders
like constipation. According to the University of Maryland Medical Center,
babies eating solid foods should consume plums and other high-fibre foods
twice daily in order to treat and prevent
constipation.
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Mangoes
Existing in
hundreds
of varieties,
mangoes are
native to Southeast Asia and India.
They are a member of the Anachardiaceae family, which includes cashews,
pistachios and, surprisingly, poison ivy.

Like other stone fruits, mangoes are low
in saturated fat, cholesterol and sodium
and are an excellent source of vitamins
and minerals. A rich source of vitamin
A, vitamin B6, vitamin C, iron, magnesium and potassium, mangoes are one
of the best sources for quercetin, beta-carotene and astragalin—powerful
antioxidants. These antioxidants protect the body from free radicals, heart
disease, aging and cancer.
Mangoes contain high levels of pectin, a soluble dietary fibre which lowers
cholesterol and helps prevent prostate
cancer. According to a study at the Institute for Food Research, a compound
within pectin combines with a protein
called galectin 3—which has been
found to play a significant role in reducing all stages of cancer. Similarly, the
European Prospective Investigation into
Cancer and Nutrition found a strong
association between mango consumption and a decrease in cancer risk in the
gastrointestinal tract.
According to traditional Chinese medicine, mangoes are considered a yin
tonic—providing moistening fluids for
the body and quenching thirst, which
strengthens digestion and treats bleeding gums, constipation, coughs, nausea and anemia. With their high iron
levels, mangoes are not only beneficial
for those with anemia, but they are also
beneficial for pregnant women, who
are often low in iron and in need of iron
tablets or medication from their doctor.

Attacking gout
Cherries also reduce risk of gout—an inflammatory arthritis caused by the
accumulation of urate crystals that form due to high levels of uric acid in
the blood. Gout is characterized by sudden attacks of pain and swelling
in the joints, often at the joint of the big toe. A 2003 study in the Journal
of Nutrition found that among 10 healthy women, eating two servings of
Bing cherries after an overnight fast decreased uric acid levels by 15%. A
similar study in the Journal Arthritis & Rheumatism found that out of 600
people with gout, those who consumed half a cup of cherries a day (one
serving) or consumed extract, had a 35% lower risk of a following gout
attack. Those who ate more cherries (three servings in two days), had an
even lower risk, at 50%.
WALK TO YOUR BEAT

Cherries
Just like peaches and apricots, cherries
are fruit of the
genus Prunus.
Natives to America, Europe and Asia, there are two
types of cherries: tart and sweet. Tart
cherries are typically used to preserve
or cook and include both Montmorency and Morello, whereas sweet cherries
are commonly consumed fresh and include Bing, Chelan, Lambert, Lapins,
Rainier and Tulare.
Cherries are rich in vitamin A, vitamin
C, iron, fibre, potassium, carotenoids,
melatonin and powerful antioxidants
such as anthocyanins, quercetin and
hydroxycinnamates. Sweet cherries
also have a lower Glycemic Index than
apricots, peaches, grapes, plums and
blueberries—meaning they are slowly
digested, absorbed and metabolized
and cause a lower and slower rise in
blood glucose levels.
Tart cherries in particular are also great
for weight loss. A 2009 study published in the Journal of Medical Food,
found that rats that consumed tart cherry powder, mixed with a high-fat diet,
for 90 days didn’t gain as much weight
or body fat compared to the rats who
didn’t consume cherries at all.
Stone fruits are a great part of a healthy
diet. From promoting healthy skin, increasing satiety, aiding in digestive
health and preventing diseases, these
fruits should be included in your diet
this summer at their peak of freshness.
These fruits can be roasted, sautéed,
baked into pies, made into jams or
sauces, added to salads and smoothies
or enjoyed on their own. Opt out of unhealthy sugar-overloaded treats like ice
cream and cookies. Choose these delicious, juicy fruits instead.
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6 reasons why
you need protein
Eating protein has an array of benefits from lowering blood
pressure to increasing fat loss and muscle growth.
BY JENNIE GRAHAM
Protein tastes good—whatever the
source. And being omnivores gives us
the privilege to choose whatever tastes
best to us. Science says that protein is
an essential macronutrient benefiting
everything from your muscles to your
mind. So, let’s get to it. Here are six
reasons to eat protein:

ghrelin, the “I’m hungry” hormone,
and increases production of leptin, the
“stop eating” hormone. In one study,
overweight women who increased
their protein from 15%–30% of total calories ate an average of 441 calories less
without intentionally restricting.

Grow muscle

There is a myth that protein leads to
bone loss because it is acid to the body
and can only be neutralized by stealing calcium (a bicarbonate) from the
bones. Long-term studies show that
protein helps maintain bone mass as
you age. Moreover, protein increases
muscle mass, which increases bone
strength.

Protein stimulates muscle building and
suppresses protein breakdown shortterm. It is also used to build and repair
the tissues in your digestive tract and
your organs, which turn over more frequently than in skeletal muscle.

Lose fat
Your body has to use energy (calories)
to digest and make use of the nutrients
in your food. This is called the “thermic effect” (TEF). It is twice as large for
protein as that of fat or carbohydrates.
A high-protein diet will boost your metabolism so you burn more calories
throughout the day. This means less
time on the treadmill and more time enjoying life.

Reduce hunger

Sleep better
The brain needs protein to make neurotransmitters. These are chemical messengers involved in energy production,
hunger, wakefulness, motivation and
focus. Scientists believe that protein
balances the neurotransmitters so that
we are energized and awake during
the day and tired and sleepy at night.
Moreover, protein makes you feel fuller
longer, so you are less likely to wake up
to scavenge the refrigerator.

High blood pressure (hypertension) is
a major cause of heart attacks, strokes
and chronic kidney disease. A fourweek study revealed that people with
high blood pressure who increased
their protein intake to 25% of daily calories had a decrease in blood pressure
by the same amount as the drug prescribed for the same purpose.
The best sources of protein have all the
essential amino acids. Think of protein
as a building made of bricks called amino acids. A complete protein has 20
amino acids. 11 of them are “non-essential” because they are manufactured in your body. Nine are “essential”
because you can only get them from
food.
Try to eat 1g of protein per pound of
bodyweight. Do your best to spread
your protein between four meals or
snacks. Nothing bad will happen if you
eat more than your body needs, or if
you eat all of your protein in one meal.

Jennie Graham is a freelance writer. She enjoys
exploring the relationship between people and
food ways. Her favourite things include handwriting letters, swimming in the ocean and singing
in the kitchen with a wooden spoon.
© CAN STOCK PHOTO / BLACKDAY

Protein fills you up on fewer calories
compared to carbohydrates and fats
because it reduces the production of

Strengthen bones

Lower blood pressure
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on the shelf

Plentiful protein
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Consuming protein helps build muscle and reduce hunger—here
are some top products to keep you feeling satisfied.

CanPrev Core

CanPrev Core shakes for men and
women deliver advanced formulations
you've come to expect from CanPrev.
Gender-tuned multis and therapeutic
nutrients—18g complete plant protein,
7g fibre and 5g whole greens and berries. All in a delicious, pure, vegan format free of wheat, gluten, soy and nuts.
canprev.ca
ENJOY THE MOMENTS

Ultimate High Alpha
Whey Protein
Sunwarrior Classic
Protein

Gentle, eco-friendly, earthy and strong.
Relying on just one renewable protein
source, this is allergen-friendly nutrition in its purest form, but don’t expect
meek results in or outside the gym.
sunwarrior.com

100% whey isolate. 100 % clean.
With high levels of bioactive proteins,
peptides and amino acids obtained
through an exclusive low-heat, microfiltration method—Ultimate High Alpha
Whey Protein filters out all impurities
and guarantees a completely bioavailable, high-performance functional
protein with no artificial sweeteners,
colours or flavours.
assurednatural.com
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Amazing Grass Protein
Superfood

Protein Superfood is an organic, allin-one nutritional protein shake that
thoughtfully combines our farm fresh
greens with nutrient-dense fruits and
veggies plus plant-based protein from
organic peas, chia, hemp and quinoa.
Each serving contains 20g of complete
protein, seven alkalizing greens and
two full servings of fruits and veggies
to promote lean muscle, satisfy hunger
and provide nourishing energy.
amazinggragrass.com

Purica Power
Vegan Protein

Enhance your power with our power.
A blend of the finest vegan protein and
the antioxidant powerhouse that is pure
Chaga mushrooms. PURICA Power features fermented pea, organic sprouted
brown rice and ProHydrolase® enzyme blend to enhance digestion. Gluten-free. Organic. Vegan. Non-GMO.
purica.com
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Manitoba Harvest
Hemp Yeah!

Manitoba Harvest’s new hemp protein powder, Hemp Yeah!, will hit
shelves this summer in three delicious
flavours—Chocolate, Vanilla and Unsweetened. Each serving has 20 grams
of protein, 2 grams of Omega 3 and
Omega 6 Fatty Acids and is certified
Organic, vegan, stevia- and dairy-free,
kosher and non-GMO.
manitobaharvest.com

Paleo Tribe Bone Broth
Protein

At Paleo tribe, our goal is simple: to
get back to basics with sports nutrition.
Our bone broth is available in a convenient powdered format that smoothly blends and tastes great. Excellent
for building muscle and great for your
joints and skin! Add our chocolate or
vanilla flavour to your morning smoothie, bake into muffins or just mix with
water!
paleotribe.ca

Crickstart Bars

Imagine you could combine the benefits of the best plant-based foods with
the essential nutrition from meat, like
complete protein with all nine essential
amino acids and natural vitamin B12,
without any of the negatives. That’s
what Crickstart products are. Made
with organic cricket powder, they're
complete, sustainable and convenient.
crickstart.ca

INTO THE COLD

FRONTIER
WELL-EQUIPPED
FROM
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WHERE OTHERS SEE SNOW-COVERED GROUND,
SUBARU DRIVERS SEE A PLAYGROUND.
Take on winter on your own terms with Symmetrical
Full-Time All-Wheel Drive.

3737 KEMPT ROAD
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
PHONE: 902-982-3558
www.steelesubaru.ca
Limited time offers. *MSRP of $25,995 on 2018 Forester 4-dr Wgn 2.5i MT (JJ1X0). **0.5% lease/finance rate on all new 2018 Forester models for 24-months to qualified retail customers on approved credit. Selling price consists of MSRP plus charges for Freight/PDI ($1,725), Air Conditioning
Fee ($100), Tire Levy ($25), Documentation Fee ($395). Charges for taxes, license, registration and insurance are extra. ‡$1,000 cash credit is available for cash purchases only on select new 2017/2018 models. Offers cannot be combined with lease/finance offers and are deducted from
the negotiated selling price before taxes. Dealer may sell for less. Model Shown: 2018 Forester 4-dr Wgn 2.0XT Limited AT w/Tech (JJ2XE) with MSRP of $39,495. Leasing and financing programs available through Subaru Financial Services by TCCI on approved credit. Other lease and
finance rates and terms available; down payment or equivalent trade-in may be required. ®EyeSight is a driver-assist system which may not operate optimally under all driving conditions. The driver is always responsible for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends
on many factors such as vehicle maintenance, and weather and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for complete details on system operation and limitations. Offers are subject to change or cancellation at any time without notice. Vehicle(s) shown solely for purposes of illustration,
and may not be equipped exactly as shown. Dealer may sell or lease for less and may have to order or trade. See Steele Subaru for complete program details.†Ratings are awarded by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS). Please visit www.iihs.org for testing methods.
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SMOOTH &
STRONG

Stimulate the fascial system with these exercises.
BY LAUREEN DUBEAU

Fascia is making waves
throughout the fitness industry. The various forms of connective tissue in the body are
crucial elements of maintaining good health and mobility.
Here, Merrithew™ Lead Instructor Trainer Jennifer Dahl
demonstrates six exercises
from the Fascial Movement
Foundation Course that target the fascial system in many
ways. Each exercise should
be done from five to 10 reps,
two to three times per week
for maximum results.

SOCCER KICK
ARM BOUNCE
PUPPET ON A STRING

Stand upright with the Resistance Loop
under each foot, around the shoulders
and hands. Start with your hands by the
shoulders.
Shift the weight onto one foot while
reaching the other leg out and pressing
into the hands and legs simultaneously.
Return.
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Place an Extra Small Mini Stability
Ball™ between the outside of the thigh
and the lower arm. Allow the arm to
bounce against the ball, keeping the
movement light and free.
Repeat the arm bounce with the torso
stabilized in a variety of positions, such
as lunges, split squats and tree pose.
This can also be done with the arm in
various degrees of internal and external
rotation.
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

Stand upright with the resistance loop
under one foot and around the back of
the body to the opposite shoulder. Secure the loop at the hip. Start with the
resistance loop side foot back in a small
lunge and the other arm up and bent
90°at the elbow.
Kick the back leg forward, rotating the
torso toward the banded leg and the
top elbow toward the knee, increasing the tension on the resistance loop.
Keep spine long.
Modification: hook the resistance loop
around the top hand to increase the
tension in rotation.

SINGLE-LEGGED
DEADLIFT WITH
ROTATION

Stand upright with the Resistance Loop
under one foot, holding the ends of the
Resistance Loop in each hand. Hinge
the body forward at the hip, lifting the
band leg, keeping it in line with the torso and reaching the arms toward the
floor.
Rotate the torso and hip towards the
open side, keeping the leg at the same
height. Return.
To intensify, repeat the same exercise
with the free leg.
PLAY A GAME

SOAK ‘N’ SQUEEZE

Stand holding one handle of the Twist
Ball™ over the opposite shoulder, supporting it with that hand.
Push the Twist Ball forward, swinging it
around the back of the body and catch
it at the hip while rotating the torso and
bending the knees.
Push the ball backwards, swinging it
around the front of the body and catch
it over the shoulder, stopping the
movement with the free arm.
Note: maintain control when swinging
the Twist Ball. The sand inside the ball
is meant to be quiet.
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

DOUBLE-ARM SWING
Stand upright, feet wider than shoulder-width apart, both hands holding
one handle of the Twist Ball.

Keep torso upright and swing the ball
between your legs. Return upright and
allow the ball to rest on the backs of
the forearms.
Laureen Dubeau is a Merrithew Master Instructor
Trainer.
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Collagen calling

This abundant protein keeps bones and joints
strong and helps skin maintain its smoothness and
elasticity—among other benefits.

© ISTOCK / VESNAANDJIC

BY KATHY SMART
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O

ne natural ingredient that
seems to be popping up everywhere in recent years is collagen. You’ve likely seen it in your local
natural health store or have had it recommended to you for digestive issues.
Here’s the lowdown on the role of collagen in your body, the benefits of supplementing and how to make it a part
of your everyday wellness routine.

What is collagen?

Collagen is the most abundant protein found in the human body, making
up about one-third of its entire protein content. It’s known as a structural
protein because it supports our skin,
helping to maintain its smoothness and
elasticity. Collagen also helps bones
and joints remain strong.

Who should supplement with
collagen?

As the body ages, its production of collagen naturally decreases. In fact, after
the age of 20, 1% less collagen is produced in the skin annually. In addition,
collagen in the skin may break down
faster because of environmental factors
such as excessive exposure to the sun’s
UV rays. Smoking, poor nutrition, poor
hydration and stress have also been
associated with collagen deficiency.
Connective tissue diseases, like rheumatoid arthritis or lupus, can also lead
to a reduction of collagen in the joints
and bones.

What are the benefits of
taking collagen?

When collagen stores are depleted,
the skin is increasingly prone to lines
and wrinkles, joints become less stable
and tendons and ligaments are more
susceptible to injury.
Increased collagen intake has proven health benefits, which have been
demonstrated by clinical trials. A study
in the journal Clinical Interventions in
Aging investigated the benefits of collagen on aging skin: 300 participants,
both men and women, took a supplement of 50ml of collagen in liquid form
once a day for eight weeks. At the end
PUSH, PULL, EXHALE

of the study, participants saw a clear
reduction in skin dryness, wrinkles and
depth of nasolabial folds (laugh lines).
They also showed a significant increase
in collagen density and skin firmness.
Another study addressed the effect of
a collagen supplement on the skin appearance of 105 women with moderate
cellulite. The study participants were
treated with either a bioactive collagen peptide supplement or a placebo
for a total of six months. At the end of
the study, those who took the collagen
supplement showed an improvement
in both skin density and elasticity.

Tomatoes are rich in the antioxidant lycopene, which protects the skin from
sun damage and prevents collagen
breakdown.
For a quick and precise dose, you can
also supplement. Collagen supplements can be found at your local health
food store and are available in a variety
of formats, such as liquid formulations,
pills, capsules and powder sachets.
The choice is yours, depending on
your lifestyle and health considerations.
If you have digestive issues (or just
don’t like swallowing pills or capsules),

After the age of 20, 1% less collagen is

Finally, a study in produced in the skin annually.
the British Journal of Nutrition of 53 elderly men who
a liquid preparation may be your best
suffered from reduced muscle mass
bet. Powders are a popular option
showed that collagen supplementabecause they can easily be added to
tion combined with resistance exercise
soups and drinks; simply stir a spoonful
training for 60 minutes three times a
into your morning oatmeal and you’re
week improved their overall body com- good to go. If you’re on the run and
position and muscle strength.
don’t want to fuss with the mixing, then
a capsule might be a better choice.

How can you take collagen?

Collagen can be found in the foods
you eat. Bone broths are excellent
sources of collagen. When the bones
slowly simmer in water, the collagen is
released into the broth. Beef broth is
richest in the type of collagen that promotes skin health, while chicken and
turkey broths are higher in the type that
supports bones and joints.

While collagen is produced naturally in
the body, its supply can be depleted
through aging, stress and environmental factors such as sun exposure. An adequate supply of collagen is important
for skin, joints and bones. Making collagen consumption a part of your everyday routine is an easy and excellent
way to maintain your health.

There are also foods that don’t contain collagen themselves, but can help
boost its production in the body:

Learn more about the benefits of collagen and other helpful natural health
products by visiting the Canadian
Health Food Association’s website at
chfa.ca.

Pomegranates and some berries, such
as strawberries, raspberries and cranberries, contain a nutrient called ellagic
acid that prevents collagen breakdown
from sun damage. Berries are also rich
in vitamin C, which helps link specific
amino acids together to form collagen.
Wild salmon contains zinc, a trace mineral that activates the proteins needed
for collagen production. Plant-based
sources of zinc include kidney beans,
chickpeas, spinach, pumpkin seeds
and some nuts, like walnuts, cashews
and almonds.

Kathy Smart is a bestselling author, TV host, chef,
nutritionist, Speciality Presenter of the Year in 2014
from the Canadian Fitness Professionals, North
America's gluten-free expert and CEO of Live
The Smart Way™ and Live The Smart Way Expo.
Kathy is inspiring the world to be healthier one
bite at a time.
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Why am I
so tired?

SPONSORED BY

Many factors can influence your energy
levels—try these tips to feel your best.
BY DR. JOYCE JOHNSON

In the modern world, fatigue affects
most of us and can impact those
around us, directly and indirectly. Motor vehicle accidents are frequently attributed to fatigue. At work, productive
time is lost when employees are simply
too tired to perform to their capabilities. And perhaps saddest of all, being
a great parent becomes far more difficult when fighting fatigue, negatively
impacting our children. Here are a few
strategies to improve your energy and
prevent feeling tired all the time.
You are what you eat
Do you ever notice that what you eat
can make you feel tired? Your food
choices can play an important role in
your energy levels. Nutrition impacts
mood, sleep, hormones and digestive
and immune systems. Poor eating habits drain your energy. Eating fast and
eating irregularly and choosing poor
quality and convenience foods all take
a toll.
ARE YOU NUTRIENT DEFICIENT?
Possible nutrient deficiencies that can
impact energy production include:
B-vitamins necessary for converting
food into energy.
Magnesium required to form and
store the energy molecule ATP.
Iron necessary to produce red blood
cells, which carry oxygen throughout
your body.
Multivitamins fill small nutrient
gaps due to poor diets and may help
prevent deficiencies in some cases.
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Slow down and eat at regular times
throughout the day. Limit or avoid
high-sugar, processed foods. Reduce
or cut out caffeine and alcohol and
choose energy promoting foods, such
as those high in B-vitamins and healthy
fats.
B-vitamins are abundant in protein-rich
foods such as grass-fed beef, wildcaught fish, cage-free organic eggs
and poultry and all kinds of green leafy
vegetables. Healthy sources of fats include omega-3 fatty acids, which help
stabilize hormones and mood; as well
as wild-caught fish, seeds, coconut and
olive oil, avocados and nuts.
Don’t forget to drink water! Dehydration occurs when there is an excessive
loss of bodily fluids, especially of water
and electrolytes—or not enough water
taken in. Often when you start to feel
thirsty, your body is already dehydrated. Normal fluid needs are estimated
by taking your weight in pounds, dividing it in half and drinking that number
of ounces of fluid a day. Higher fluid
intake may be needed depending on
your activity level.
Move your body
A sedentary lifestyle is very hard on the
body and often causes pain and stiffness, headaches, fatigue, weight gain
and mood issues. Regular exercise impacts both physical and psychological
health. It can help balance hormones,
improve insulin resistance and help
you get better sleep. Exercise helps
release endorphins, increases stamina
and improves mood. If you have a job
SPONSORED CONTENT

that involves sitting for long periods, remember to get up and stretch or go for
a quick walk every hour. Set an alarm
on your phone or computer to remind
you to move.
Sleep well
Most adults need between seven and
nine hours of sleep consistently to feel
their best, but many adults fall short of
their sleep requirements. A 2011 survey
found that sleep disorders affect 40%
of adult Canadians. Causes of poor
sleep include stress, poor diet, caffeine
consumption, staying up late, hormonal imbalance, pain, digestive disorders
and family life (having babies and children). Chronic restriction of sleep periods, such as sleeping between four
to six hours per night over a 14-day
period, has been shown to result in significant cumulative deficits in cognitive
performance on all tasks.
If you have made some of these changes in your diet and lifestyle, yet are still
experiencing fatigue or your fatigue is
profound and long-standing, please
make an appointment to see your doctor to rule out any other underlying
medical condition.
Dr. Johnson is a licensed naturopathic doctor,
the author of five books and a regular guest
on TV outlets. She holds a certificate in adult
education and specializes in educating the
public and other health professionals about
health topics and natural health product issues
including diet, supplementation and integration of
pharmacological and natural therapies.

Improve your sleep naturally
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»» Consume a low-calorie snack (fewer than 200 calories) that provides digestible carbohydrates and protein. The right kind of snack can boost your levels of
the amino acid tryptophan, which your body converts
into the sleep-regulating neurotransmitters serotonin
and melatonin. Some examples include walnuts, pistachios, cherries or cherry juice, rice crackers and almond butter.
»» Minimize caffeine and stimulants such as coffee, alcohol and spicy foods.
»» Shut off technology and control your exposure to light
(install blackout blinds or curtains).
»» Use a fan or a white noise machine.
»» Don’t exercise just before bedtime as this can cause
your body to feel more energized and make it harder
to sleep.
»» Consider using natural sleep aids such as melatonin to
improve your sleep.

SKIP FRIED FOODS

SPONSORED CONTENT
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travel to wellness

An ounce of prevention
in Palm Springs
Live better, longer: proactive medical testing is
a new wave of wellness travel.

PHOTO BY SCOTT BAXTER

BY ANNE DIMON

Palm Springs. For winter-weary Canadians, the oasis in Coachella Valley,
California has long been a seductive
destination. There’s sun, desert sand,
pristine golf greens, upscale hotels,
shops and restaurants. And for the
fitness enthusiast, hiking the trails of
Joshua Tree National Park or horseback
riding through the historic Agua Caliente Indian Canyons. For everyone,
quiet time soaking in the thermal waters of nearby Desert Hot Springs.
Apart from all that, more Canadians
are including pro-active medical testing in their vacation itineraries. Dr.
Daniel Cosgrove, founder of the Wellmax Center for Preventative Medicine,
tells me nearly 50% of his patients are
Canadian.
On a recent business trip to Los Angeles, I drove to Indian Wells, which
is two hours from LA and 30 minutes
from Palm Springs, to visit Wellmax.
Opened in 1998 in the resort town of
La Quinta, the Wellmax Center moved
to its new facilities in 2016. Surrounded
by palm trees and million dollar homes
with manicured lawns, Wellmax is set
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against the region’s craggy San Rosa
and San Jacinto mountain ranges.
Helping people live better longer is
the prevailing theme of the Wellmax
Center. This is no ordinary medical clinic. Certainly not the kind we are familiar with in Canada. Most people who
come here are not sick. Generally, they
are well and want to remain that way:
80% to 90% of patients come in for
executive physicals and preventative
medical testing and screening. Patients
start with an initial check-up, then continue with maintenance screenings
and receive follow-up care if and when
needed.
Discouraging as it sounds, Cosgrove
tells me “you can do everything right
and still discover that you have a medical condition that needs to be addressed.” Case in point: even though
I exercise regularly and make healthy
food choices most of the time, a bone
density test reveals a mild form of osteoporosis, a disease associated with
a higher risk of breaking bones. I was
shocked.

Luckily, I found out early while the
condition is still minor and reversible.
The doctor tells me I need to continue weight-bearing exercises such as
running, consume more calcium-rich
foods and take a Vitamin D supplement, which helps with the absorption
of calcium.
He makes a case for medical screening as a tool for prevention. “One
shouldn’t wait for symptoms to manifest because by the time you have
symptoms, it might be too late to do
anything to reverse the condition,”
he says. “If we do preventative maintenance on our cars with a 100-point
check list, why not the same type of
preventative screening with people?”
The center offers everything from CAT
scans and EKG to nutritional evaluation, MRI, ultrasound and a wide range
of other medical screenings. Testing
can detect the presence of disease
before the onset of symptoms. “Even
ovarian cancer has over a 95% survival
rate if you pick it up in stage one,” says
Cosgrove.

‘If we do preventative maintenance on our cars
with a 100-point check list, why not the same
type of preventative screening with people?’
Sometimes things can be fixed with
small lifestyle changes. For instance, a
CEO in his early fifties came in worried
about forgetfulness, which is linked
to early onset Alzheimer’s disease.
Through cognitive testing and blood
tests they found he was eating too
much fish with high mercury levels. “He
changed his diet and, so far, the problem seems to have been alleviated,”
says Cosgrove. For those concerned
with Alzheimer’s disease, Wellmax is a
certified Bredesen practitioner.

Canadians are generally not covered
when travelling to the U.S. for any
medical services—preventative or otherwise. The extensive range of medical testing and screenings available
at Wellmax can be booked as a set
package based on needs, including a
three- to four-day program with at least
15 procedures. They also offer oneday executive physicals ($5,900 U.S.
for about 10 tests) and all packages include up to three hours of one-on-one
consultation with a physician.

When it comes to wellness—sleep is
also a current hot topic. “The average person is sleep deprived,” says
Cosgrove. “They either have trouble
getting to sleep or staying asleep.”
Wellmax offers its own sleep centre
where they screen for sleep apnea and
other sleep disorders.

As science and technology continue
to advance—and as more of us take
responsibility for our own health care,
proactive medical testing will continue
to grow under the umbrella of wellness
tourism.

KEEP TRACK OF YOU

Anne Dimon is founder/editor of traveltowellness.
com and president of the Wellness Tourism
Association.

WELLMAX CENTER FOR PREVENTATIVE
MEDICINE IN INDIAN WELLS, CA
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ENERGY TO BURN

This Peruvian plant is a versatile adaptogen, combating stress and
providing natural energy to the body.
BY BRAD KING

According to research from the University of Bristol in England, drinking more than two cups of coffee a day causes
caffeine withdrawal symptoms. The energy you think you are
feeling when you drink your cup of coffee is coming from the
fact that you are easing the withdrawal symptoms by giving
your body the very substance it has become addicted to.
Aside from this, stimulants like caffeine borrow energy from
your body by stimulating the release of stress hormones that
make you feel temporarily more energetic. The problem is,
elevation of stress hormones is already problematic in much
of the population.
Real energy, the kind we see when a five-year-old runs circles around us without seeming to take a breath, lies deep
within each cell in tiny energy factories called mitochondria.
Mitochondria make energy from the nutrients you consume
and the oxygen you breathe, ultimately forming a substance
called ATP, which is responsible for 90% of everything you’re
able to do in a 24-hour period. Most of your energy is dependent upon how well your mitochondria are functioning.

STRESS AND ENERGY

It turns out that your energy factories are susceptible to ongoing insults from our old nemesis: stress. Since mitochondria are in charge of producing energy, their viability and
sheer numbers are vital to health. The
body regenerates damaged mitochondria and creates new ones
in a process called mitochondrial biogenesis. Any process that
limits this action is detrimental
to energy and overall health.
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Excess stress, obesity and insulin resistance have been
shown to cause damage to mitochondria and reduce their
overall numbers and size. Reducing stress, losing fat and balancing blood sugar protect your mitochondria and therefore
have a major impact on your ability to maintain peak energy
production.
Aside from exercise and a well-balanced diet, most people could use a little help in the way of substances called
adaptogens. The term adaptogen was coined in 1947 to describe any natural substance that increases the body’s natural
resistance to stress. One of the most powerful adaptogens
ever discovered is a South American plant called maca.

MEDICINAL PROPERTIES

Maca has a long-documented history of medicinal use
and safety in traditional herbal medicine, as it was first described over 2,000 years ago. Aside from its use as a superior adaptogen, maca has also been shown to possess many
other medicinal properties including increasing stamina and
endurance; and treating stress-related or anxiety-like disorders. It also helps with anemia, infertility, sexual dysfunction,
spermatogenesis, memory problems, depression, stomach
ailments, menstrual disorders and hormone imbalances in
both males and females.
Maca seems to help the body do a lot more than simply deal
with excess stress. Spanish scientists have discovered that
maca can actually shrink overworked adrenal glands. This is
an important discovery, as excess stress can cause the adrenal glands to become enlarged. Shrinking them allows for
greater stress control.
When it comes to protecting your valuable energy assets,
maca makes a great addition to any health protocol. Take
some of the stress off your body and give it a try.
Nutritional expert and bestselling author Brad King, MS, MFS is an influential
health mentor and one of the most sought after authorities on nutrition.
pno.ca
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Ever wish you could have more energy? Who doesn’t! The
fact remains, energy is the key to just about everything we
take for granted when it comes to the health of the human
body. These days, most people seem to think that energy
comes in the form of a triple latte. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Although appealing, caffeine itself doesn’t
provide energy to the body at all. In fact, it does quite the
opposite.

How to choose the right maca
The highest quality maca should be:
Peruvian gelatinized maca, where all the starch and impurities have been removed.
Grown with complete organic practices (No pesticides or chemical growing agents).
Sun-dried (it can take several weeks to complete).
A 6:1 extract (4:1 extracts are the most popular as they are the easiest to obtain).
A mixture of varieties to create maximum benefit in all physiological areas.
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yoga corner

Root chakra

Safe at home

The root chakra is our foundation. When grounded and
working well, it provides our sense of security in the world.
BY LISA GREENBAUM

Chakra, meaning wheel or disk in Sanskrit, is a key concept in yoga, where
it is understood as a wheel of energy
in the body. In the ancient traditions of
yoga, chakras correspond to psychological, emotional and spiritual states of
being. There are seven main chakras,
which align along the spine, starting
from the base of the spine to the crown
of the head.
In western medicine, the seven main
chakras correspond generally to bundles of nerves and major organs.
The root chakra is located at the base
of the spine. It is the first chakra and the
support for the other six. In this way,
the root chakra is considered the most
important—the foundation. The root
chakra is the base: the home base, the
profession, what we need in society to
survive.
This chakra will become imbalanced
when we find ourselves between
homes or jobs, when the very things
we rely on in the life are taken away. It
represents safety and security and is
connected to feelings of being grounded and connected to the earth.
Today, we are seeing root chakra work
begin to seep into health practices, in
particular in the field of mental health,
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addictions and trauma-based work.
Buzz words such as “bottom-up processing” refer to somatic work that is
centered around balancing the first
chakra. Grounding and mindfulness
practices lead this charge, as outlined
by trauma experts like Bessel Van Der
Kolk and Peter Levine. The founding
principles of this work are rooted in
a sense of safety and in particular the
ability to feel safe in our own bodies.
This is one reason why more and more
people are attracted to the practice of
yoga. While most of us begin a yoga
practice because we want to stretch
and de-stress, we stay because of how
we feel, essentially grounded and connected. The very act of coming to the
mat, feeling our bare feet pressing
down as one of the first things we do
in class, is also a fundamental aspect
of the first chakra. Here are some suggestions for grounding practices that
you can do to help bring balance to the
root chakra.

Grounding practices

Walk barefoot in the grass or sand,
or just get outside. Taking a walk and
breathing in fresh air is a great reminder of what’s important. When we are
in tune with the rhythms of nature, we
feel more in tune with our own natural
rhythms, promoting clarity of mind and
better sleep.
Yoga poses such as mountain pose,
chair pose or warrior one are strong
and stable and bring a sense of heaviness to the legs. Alternatively, restorative poses like shavasana (relaxation

pose) also offer a sense of grounding
with a calm and steady focus.
Taking care of the home, cleaning or
repairs and setting up the space so that
it’s comfortable, nurturing and safe. We
can include spending time with family,
loved ones and in particular children,
or cuddling up with pets. There is a reason why Sunday family dinners continues to be a mainstay, despite our busy
lives. It is grounding to be among people who make you feel safe.

Other practices include:

»» Yoga Nidra or body-based guided
meditations.
»» EFT Tapping
exercises to reduce stress and
anxiety (check
out The Tapping
Solution by Nick
Ortner).
»» The colour
red and use of
stones or crystals such as
garnet, jade or
lava.
»» Gardening or
working with
potted plants.
Lisa Greenbaum, C-IAYT, E-RYT 500, YACEP is
a YogaFit senior master trainer, international
presenter and avid writer. She is the director
of YogaFit Canada, the leader in mind-body
education and currently teaches yoga in Toronto.
She specializes in trauma-informed yoga
practices. www.yogafitcanada.com
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Yoga is not just a series of physical postures. A philosophy of life, it was developed over a long period of time in
ancient India. While some of the practices may seem esoteric, at its core it is
systematic and practical—and more relevant than ever.

Coming up in the August/September issue of OptiMYz
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»» How Lyzabeth Lopez is conquering the fitness world.
»» Healthful Gourmet Magazine—16 bonus pages of
delicious, easy-to-make recipes!
»» The benefits of apple cider vinegar.
»» The latest in gut health: Probiotics product guide.
»» Pre/post natal fitness and nutrition tips for moms.
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mind coach

Loving ourselves

Exercising should not be a chore or a punishment—
but rather, an expression of the love and gratitude
we have for our bodies.
BY TRACY ISAACS AND SAMANTHA BRENNAN

In our book Fit at Mid-Life: A Feminist
Fitness Journey and on our blog, Fit Is
a Feminist Issue, we are all about exercising for joy. There is no question that
humans respond better to carrots than
sticks and this applies to fitness just as
much as anything else. We know from
experience that a singular focus on losing weight and looking a certain way
isn’t a recipe for success—and we aren’t alone. The statistics about maintaining lost weight are extremely grim.
Author Dick Falon talks about the myth
of willpower, the idea that if we want it
badly enough and have enough willpower, we will be successful at achieving our weight loss and fitness goals.
Falon says the main reason for failure is
that people don’t establish a positive
feedback loop. This happens when
the rewards of what you’re doing outweigh the pain. Willpower might get us
started on a new program, but positive
feedback in the form of rewards will
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keep us going. A negative feedback
loop, on the other hand, means the
more we do something, the more resistance we create.
While weight loss and bodily change
can create a positive feedback loop, it
is actually weak and hard to sustain. An
even better approach is to feel the instant gratification that a workout has to
offer. When I (Tracy) go out the door for
a run, I feel light and enthusiastic—most
of the time. By the time I’m hitting my
stride, my energy level has increased
even if it’s at the end of a long day. If it’s
early morning, it sets me up for a good
day. And what’s more, especially if I’m
running with friends—it’s fun. You can’t
get much more “instant” than that if
you’re seeking a reward and you want
it now.
Our top three tips for taking this new,
self-nurturing approach to fitness are:

1

Choose things you enjoy. We’re
all grown-ups. If we don’t want to
eat our peas, we don’t have to eat our
peas. The invocation to “do what you
love” might challenge those of us who
feel we have an aversion to exercise.
Do something you enjoy, like dancing
or yoga.

used to. That’s a performance gain
worth celebrating. Or you’re adding
more plates to the bar when you do
your squats.

3

Join communities around the
activities you enjoy. Running
clubs, cycling groups, triathlon clubs,
yoga studios—there’s a community of
enthusiasts around every activity you
can imagine. When you think of your
activities as opportunities to get together with friends and like-minded
people, it’s much easier to get out the
door than if it’s a punishing thing you
“have” to do.
If you haven’t tried working out because of the love you have for your
body and yourself, give it a go. You
never know what great things may happen next.
Tracy Isaacs, PhD (Associate Dean, [academic]
faculty of arts and humanities, Western University)
and Samantha Brennan, PhD (Dean, College of
Arts and University of Guelph) are co-authors of Fit
at Mid-Life: A Feminist Fitness Journey (Greystone
Books) and co-founders of the popular blog Fit Is
a Feminist Issue.

2

Make it about fitness and
performance, not about looking a certain way. Focussing on
weight loss, as anyone who ever has
will tell you, is demoralizing and thankless. And it’s not the best indicator of
health or fitness. Instead, if you are
bike-commuting to work, you realize
you’re getting there faster than you

FIND FIT IS A FEMINIST ISSUE
/feministfitness
@FitFeminists
@fitisafeministissue
fitisafeministissue.com
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Do you work out because you love
your body or because you loathe it?
The sad truth is that for many of us the
main motive for working out is the urgent, sometimes desperate, desire to
whip our bodies into shape. Yet, hardwon experience and the latest research
show that the most effective way to get
yourself out the door for a workout is to
do it because it makes you feel good.
Imagine what it would be like to think
of your workout not as punishing and
joyless, but as a way of having fun and
expressing your love for yourself and
your body.
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